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National Bank Examiner's Statement
Shows All is Not Lost By
Banker.

TALKS
STAND
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MURDERER HANGED.

BOSS O'DELL IS
DEFEATED IN N.

I

Said Agreement Was Made to Signal
to Preacher After Drop Was
Sprung.

AGIN

COUNCIL

CITY
Chicago, Dec. 22.Today Charles
New York, Dec. 22 Edwin J. Tap-ley- ,
H. Bosworth, national bank examiner,
negro, wife murderer, was hanged
and acting president of the Chicago
at the county jail today in Jersey City.
National Bank made an official state'
It was said that Tapley had
arranged
ment regarding the plans of Mr. Walsh
with a clergyman to signal with his
and said:
hands after the drop fell to show he
'
was alive and realized what was transr. Walsh will tomorrow move his
ofl. es from the Chicago National Bank
piring.
Tapley's hands did twitch convulbuilding to Grai.ti Central station. He
sively but the Rev. Emll Meury, with
expects in a short time to connect with
whom it was said he made the ar
the Chicago Southern Railway and
to signal and who witwith the Chicago Terminal Railway IK 11.
rangements
STRIKERS LESS SUCCESSFUL
S. COURT III ROSWELL
T nessed the hanging, refused to
MARY
which will insure him an entrance into
SCHOOL
say OF
whether the movements of the hands
this city.
were like the arranged signals.
report has been sent to WashingGovernment Able to Operate ton.My There
Was Waged Be- - Tapley confessed the murder before Woman's Board of Trade
is in it no suggestion of Placed on Docket for Apri Bitter
the drop fell.
criminal charges. If anything in that
Some Trains Desperate
tween fwo Divisions-Lo- ng
DevelopConcurs in Resolutions-W- ork
direction is projected it must, be tak
Effort to Be Made.
Looked
ments
For.
Session is Held.
en up by the authorities in Washing
IRWIN DEAD.
of Trustees.
ton.
New York, Dec. 22. During a con Former Governor of Arizona and Man
of
Colingen, Province
Special to the New Mexican.
Courtland,
The citizens generally will be surof Affairs Passes Away in
Dec. 22. A committee of the people
N.
Dec.
test
which continued from 9 o'clock
22,
M.,
The
Roswell,
appll
to learn that there is danger
BRYAN
prised
AT
MANILA.
Arkansas.
lias compelled the district governor,
cations for a change of venue by E, last night until nearly 4 this morning
of losing the location of the
Marv
L. Talmage, E. R. Talmage and B. H marked at times by bitter
Baron Ropp, to send the troops away
recrimina
James
School
for
Boys.
'
Is
Given
Dec.
22.
N.
Keokuk, Iowa,
John
from here. The town is now under
Large Reception and Will Talmage, all of Chicago, operating tin tion, but concluded with mutual pledgAnnouncement was made some time
Continue His Journey to
the control of the revolutionists.
der the firm name of the Southwestern es of support, the control of the New Irwin died today at Hot Springs, Ar
that the school would be located
ago
was
India.
rornicr minister to
lie
Land Company at Roswell and in York County Republican Committee Kansas,
City in Darkness.
here. On two trips to the east Mayor
of
Portugal,
governor
Arizona,
St. Petersburg, Dec. 22. The work-- ;
gover
Chaves County, and against whom was wrested from the adherents of
nor of Idaho, mayor of Keokuk, and Gibson met the board of the school
men of two or three of the electric
Manila, Dec. 22. W. J. Bryan ar twelve indictments are pending in the former governor O'Dell by the faction head of a
wholesale mercantile com and was assured each time by Dr. Mc- light plants struck yesterday evening rived here at noon today and was giv U. S. District Court for the Fifth Ju headed by Herbert Parsons.
Atee, Mrs. Darwin James and other
here.
pany
dicial District charging
and as a consequence the streets in en an enthusiastic
them with
Parsons Elected.
members that there was no doubt as
reception by a com'
that part of the city were in darkness, mittee representing the citizens and conspiracy to defraud the United
to the building being placed here and
In
the committee for
States in land cases, perjury and su
MUCH SNOW.
throughout the night, the inhabitants the Elks.
that much of the money subscribed
the coming year Parsons was elected
being compelled to fall back on can
,He declined to discuss politics, and bornation of perjury and wliich ap president to succeed William
had
been given with the understand
Halpin,
ISl Paso, Tex., Dec. 22.
dies and kerosene. A searchlight he would express no opinion upon the plications were heard before Assoc!'
There are ing that. the school was to be at Santa
and the" other officers chosen were
three feet of snow between Carrizozo Fe.
mounted on the spire of the admiralty state of Nebraska going Republican ate Justice Edward A. Mann, in the Parsons friends. The
Reverend R. M.
election of Par
who has
and
Santa Rosa, New Mexico, on the charge of the locationCraig,
building, vividly illuminated the Nev at the last election. He said he on- - United States District Court.
sons was secured at 2:35 this morning
and constructAfter
exhaustive
did
October
as
it
the
the
Rock
and
the
sky
petiarguments
during,
Island trains ion of the homo missions of
joyed hugely his visit to Japan.
and Halpin immediately congratulated prairies
the Pres
from the east are snow bound. Two
Mr. Bryan has given up his idea of tion was denied and the defendants
strike, and the cavalry and infantry
Parsons
and
him
byterian Board then came to Santa Fo.
his
pledged
support.
will
to
in
machine
snow
stand
trial
have
the
Fifth
a
patrols guarded every block,
plows are at work. Cuts are He was shown around the
trip to Australia. He will remain in
The tactics of delay were adopted
city and(
filled level with snow.
guns being stationed at several points. Manila for about two weeks and then Judicial District.
Manager Owen of the Santa Fe Water
by the O'Dellj '!ioJion as soon as the
coCause
a
of
of
tour
Trouble.
the city the
;
visit India.
During
and Light Company made him an of-- '
COmtnittpp trip :Tnrl Ihncn rnnt!niirwl
U. S. Attorney V. H. H. Llewellyn
rrespondent saw dozens of workmen
fer to present to the school a tract of
for several honTs. ; It is said that the
and F. C. Dezendorf, special agent of
between soldiers with fixed bayonets
motive for delay was to await the renorth of the Federal
LEAVES ten acres ofIn land
the general land office, in charge of
being inarched off to prison. A cache
sult of the speakership fight, Parsons
addition
building.
Manager Owen
THIKK
of arms and hand bombs was seized RANCHERS
New Mexico and Arizona, appeared for
offered to give the houses that are on
his friends did not propose to wait
and
on Schlesselberg
the United States, the indictments
Avenue yesterday
the property which contain several
and announced their intention of orwere found upon the testimony of wit
and a crowd of a thousand strikers of
thousand brick.
a committee if it took all
ganizing
CITY
the Nevsky works was charged and
nesses, who admitted before the U. S.
f
Offered Water Main.
,
UNFAIR grand jury that they had been in night.
dispersed by the Cossacks who used
The pits formerly used by the gas
Test Vote.
the fiats of their swords and whips,
duced by defendants to go to the PeThe first test vote came just before
company could also be used for the
cos Valley and to make desert land
but no one was hurt.
Governor-to-b- e
basement of the building, thus saving
on the motion to adjourn the
Herbert
midnight
J.
Hagernian
ofFail to Obey,
entries in the United States land
He also
V
Acting Supervisor Kneipp of the Pe- fice at Clayton upon public lands ann election until January 4th. The Par- states that one of his greatest desires much work of construction.
The failure of many of the railroad
sons men won 322 to 228.
he has become Governor is to offered to give the water main now
after
cos. Forest Reserve, has returned from
men of St. Petersburg to obey the
therein to make statements which
There was a long fight over the con heal the breaches in his party and leading into the premises which alone
a business trip to Washington and were not born out
strike orders and the ability of M.
by facts and which
election case and the O'Dell have all Republicans work for the good would cost several hundred
tested
dollars.
the
information
brings
the
that
charge were, therefore, untrue. Under ex faction was
Nemechaieff, minister of communicaIn addition to this generous offer the
for
again defeated. The nom- of the Territory.
in
the
reserve
comwill
grazing
trains
on
all
move
consti
to
the
United
this
States
roads,
laws,
tion,
inations for office were then taken up In talking over the situation today ity agreed to purchase, and present
mence from the first of the coming isting
tutes subornation of perjury.
except the Baltic roads, are thorns in
officers of, and the committee he stated that he also hoped to have to the school, enough additional land
and
Pi. H. Talmage, one of the indicted
the sides of strike leaders. The flat year.
the
of all men in the Ter to give a good admittance to the propelected.
This knowledge will not be a pleas persons, acted as a witness in several
went forth last night, at a meeting
ritory, regardless of party, in the erty.
of the workmen's council that traffic ant Christmas gift to those who will of these cases. In his case the parmeasures
that would be for the benefit Rev. Craig stated that he could not
ROADS TO SPLIT.
must be interrupted at all costs though be affected by the charges. Although ticular counts in the indictments
of the Territory.
Imagine a more ideal location for the
this admittedly will be difficult on the the information was given out a good charge him with swearing that he had
Mr.. Hagerman. Ieft this morning ov- school.
many months ago that the charge no interest, in the land entries, wTieft, Zimmerman
Nicholas road to Moscow.
Says That Cincinnati, er the Santa Fe
After such statements and promises -Railway for Colorado
Hamilton and Dayton Will Break
Trains are running with ordinary would be made from the first of Janu in reality, he did so have.
will
where
he
Christ- of the, people associated with the
Springs
spend
Ties.
crews on this line but all trains are ary it was hoped by many that it
mas with his brother. He will prob- school, a letter received from ex
Why Wanted Change.
would
not
be
will
on
enforced
The
those
who
guarded.
delegates
and
defendants
heavily
The allegations by
return here for a day or so at Governor L. B. Prince, saying that
ably
try moral suasion with the faithful live in the reserve and own ranches upon wiucn tneir applications lor Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 22. In an in New Year and then go to Roswell there was a movement on foot to place
employes but it is feared they will there and so must use the reserve as changes of venue were based that on terview published here today Eugene where he will remain until coming the school elsewhere came as a dis
feeding ground. In Colorado and account of the excitement and the Zimmerman, former president of the here for the
also resort to destroying
bridges
tinct surprise.
inauguration.
other
road.
points a great effort has been great interest taken by the community Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Rail- the
along
Steps were at once taken in the mat
He will have quarters at the Palace
Dispatches from Kostroma, Yaroslav made to have the decision set aside. in these land cases and the prejudice oad said: "If the plans of the Cincin Hotel when he comes to make his ter and the following resolutions were
and Veronezh say the railroad em- President Roosevelt took the matter existing, the defendants could not ob nati and Hamilton and Dayton di- - home in the
unanimously adopted by the city
city.
ectors are carried out as outlined it
at a special meeting called
council
ployes have obeyed the strike order up but has not interferred with the tain a fair trial.
Number Call.
ruling going into effect.
ill mean that the raid will be clear
and the roads are tied 'up.
afternoon:
Thursday
Judge Mann heard the arguments
Among the numerous callers on Gover- To the Presbyterian Board of Home
The estimates of the ranchers will and the evidence submitted very pa- of the Piere Marquette and the Chica- Martial Law.
nor-to-be
Herbert J. Hagerman yesMissions, Fifth Avenue, New York.
Warsaw, Dec. 22. A proclamation be taken. as to the number of head of tiently and thoroughly and then made o, Cincinnati and Louisville.
was
an impromptu delegation
in
the
no
terday,
is
truth
"There
was
cattle
and
stock
amount
positively
of
that they have, un an adverse decision. The
of the governor general
gazetted
Whereas, for several years contribu
of citizens of Santa Fe, which, when tions have been
gathered for the erec
here today establishing martial law less there is reason for the govern- ind, at prosent involved in these atement to the effect that there was
stormy conference between J. P. it reached the Palace Hotel, of which tion of the Mary James School for
in all the governments of Russian Po- ment authorities to doubt that the es- cases, is not great, but, at this investi
Mr. Hagerman is a guest, was comlo-:land and appointing a temporary mili- timate is not a correct one. For those gation, the land officials and those of Morgan and myself. The facts are
Boys at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
L.
F.
R.
A.
of
mayor,
Gibson,
posed
I
conference
have
did
as
other
'not
well
that
who
the
have thirty head or less only half the department of justice are of the
any
contributors as
tary governor general.
Montonie, clerk, and H. S. Kauue, R. contributors, have contributed to this
The failure of the important bank- of that number will be charged for. To opinion that attempted frauds of mag- - ith Morgan before purchasing the L.
&
Baca, J. H. Walker and T. Castillo, worthy purpose with the distinct un- Dayton of
ing house of Maurice Nelken was an- be sure that there is no overcharge nitude will be discovered and shown Cincinnati, Hamilton
S.
members
of the city council; ex-to
back
was
nor
turned
it
after
on
the
account
of
difficulties
all
of
him,
The
cattle
nounced today.
being lost, dying, up. Owing to this investigation,
lerstandlng and promise that said
OrJ.
A.
Antonio
E.
Fiske,
Attorney
school be built at Santa Fe; and
concern are attributed to the political etc., where a person has one hundred the desert land entries in three town- him by the Erie.
General J. P.
"I can only say that the transaction tiz, sheriff,
head he will be charged for only ships, namely, 13, 14 and 15 south,
situation.
Ten Acres Donated.
of the U. S.
F.
H.
Stevens,
was
Victory,
eighty-fivand in addition will be al- range 25 east, have been suspended from the beginning to the end
All Stores Closed.
The people of Santa Fe
Whereas,
Ow
office, Frank
Minsk, Dec. 22. The general strike lowed free grazing permit for six and are now being carefully investi- a square deal, and above board, and surveyor general's
ten acres of ground.
donated
have
ot tne santa te water
has commenced here and all the stores head of milch cows or work animals gated by special agents of the general full records of the various properties en, manager
blocks of the Plaza at
within
three
and Light Company, Frank Grygla
were gone over."
so that the real charge will be for on- land office.
are closed.
Santa Fe, ground which is growing
.
special agent of the United States land more valuable
seventy-nineUniversal' Suffrage.
Belt.
In Artesian
ly
daily as a building site;
office, Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo
For those that have a larger numThe lands being in the Artesian belt
London, Dec. 22. A dispatch to th e
and have pledged themselves to give
AFFAIRS.
INSURANCE
his
J.
and
Sandoval,
deputy, Captain
News Agency from St. Petersburg says ber of stock a similar reduction in the and in one of the finest food and cereal
150 feet front for an en
Fritz Muller, receiver of the U. S. an additional
tiro
of
the
sections
it has been finally deckled to grant charges will be made.
Territory,
trance to this tract, this entrance to
Knew land office and others.
raising
He
Testifies
That
Van
Derpool
universal sufthe Russian people
face the Federal building, but one
very valuable and after government
Statement of Mutual Was Untrue
Grazing Charges.
Interesting Interview.
them have been obtamect
and have se- to
titles
frage.
Year.
Last
The charge for those who graze
The interview is described by the block from the Plaza,
Strike Universal.
concessions;
other
would sell all the way at from $50 to
and
cured
promised
New York, Dec. 22. Examiner Van visitors as having been a very pleastheir cattle for all the year will be
$S0 per acre. The cases against the
Paris, Dec. 22. A dispatch from St.
and
of
state
insurance
the
departDerpool
ant one. Several of the party took oforty cents a head for those charged
and the other persons inPetersburg says that the strike nowe for. The
Whereas, Santa Fe. as the terminus
ment, testifying before the legislative ccasions compliment the Governor-to-b- e
for summer grazing Talmages
charge
The
in
the
Russia.
of
trial
for
whole
dicted will come up
covers the
of
said
three railroads, with its climatic
committee
today
investigating
will be twenty-fivcents a head per
upon his previously announced ir
Vremya admits; that with unpre- season.
April term of the Fifth Judicial Dis- that he was aware that the report of tentlon to treat with
and other advantages and geographic
considera
equal
cedented rapidity all communications
trict Court before Judge W. H. Pope
Insurance Company tion, all the law abiding people of the position, is the logical and best site
A number of the ranchers from the and will no doubt attract a great deal the Mutual Life
an Institution where it would
with the provinces and abroad have
to the insurance department for 1904
and to do his utmost to pun for such
the
been stopped. It is expected hourly reserve have been in the city in the of attention and will be watched with was not entirely correct. The re- Territory
do
good to the greatest
greatest
ish offenders against law. Mr. Fiske
most favorable austhe
under
that the ministry will be rendered en- last few days and they unanimously ex- much interest by the people of the Pe: port showed no profits from the sale
number
added that he was aiso
as ..disappointed at cos
themselves
facetiously
Mexico.
press
New
of
and
and
helpless.
Valley
tirely
of certain assets. He knew that this pleased to note that Mr. Hagerman pices;
the action of the government. In
Bold Hand Bill.
The defendants are represented by was untrue.
Whereas, The people of Santa Fe
would not apparently find !f necesscry
boldmatter
of
22.
the
last evening the law firm of Richardson Reid and
The
speaking
St. Petersburg, Dec.
have
always and are now very friendly
to require modest people like himself
est of all the bold pronounciamentos Llewellyn Lewis, who owns a ranch Hervey and U. S. Bateman.
toward
the mission work of the Pres
orto pass through brass bands and
TREATY SIGNED
of the revolutionists is a mysterious on the Pecos made a statement and
Church in the Southwest and
byterian
reach
to
derlies in military uniform,
stood
hand bill with which Tsarkoe was the other ranchers present agreed have been able to
and have always
elsewhere,
rethat he had
ship for some time, China and
on Matters him. He added
flooded today. It professes to allude heartily to the spirit of what was
work to the utmost
to
Agree
aid
such
Japan
ready
officials
all
low
the
on account of the
prices.
liable information that
in Regard to Manchurian Ter- -'
to a terrorists plot against the Em- said.
of their ability; and
"If we were allowed to keep the
of the present administration had not
"There
bill
says:
was
A
Lewis'
Mr.
statement
The
of
hand
ritory.
part
peror.
Whereas, There is a movement ou
have
we
and
at
the
number of cattle that
been just straight' and that
e
Dec. 22. The
will be a little puff of smoke. Pay no as follows:
Pekin,
to locate the Mary James School
foot
were compelled to. pay for the increase
proper time he would give out the in
heed to it as the result will be the
at some other point, than the
for
'
"I think that I am speaking in the of the herds or any additions that we treaty was signed today by Baron
Boys
in behalf of Ja- formation. He also stated that he did place 4esired by the majority of the
Uchida
and
Komura
best thing possible for everybody." interest of every owner in the re- made the
not wish this to be considered a reproposition would be a fair
The police are baffled in their efforts serve, and voicing their sentiments
pan and Prince Ching and Viceroy flection on all of the officials.
donors to the fund for its erection; and
have
been
who
those
To
one.
compel
Yuan Shi Kal, in behalf of China. The
to find the printers and disseminators when I say that we consider the action
No Reasons Advanced.
with
in
vis
came
his
the
and
assured
Mr. Hagerman
there for years
the
of these bills.
of the government as unfair in the ex- idea that we had to pay nothing, to Chinese commissioners say that
of
office
the
would
take
he
that
,
itors
Whereas, No reasons have been adtreme. We have bought our ranches now pay a high charge is not fair. Our treaty relates solely to Manchuria Governor with no
against
vanced
prejudice
why a cTiange;of location is
of
a
ANOTHER WRECK.
in the reserve and at the time of pur- entire interests are in the area con- and that the reports
any of its citizens, but with an earn desirable or would be of benefit to the
false.
are
alliance
chase had no idea that a charge would trolled by the government so there
est desire to harmonize all conflicting noble work of the school; therefore
be made for grazing. The people that is nothing left for us to do but comKilled
and
Several
Injured
elements and to use his whole in
Be it resolved, That the people of
Passenger
we secured our property from had ply.
PIERCE CHOSEN.
on Illinois Central Railroad
fluence to punish crime, reduce public Santa Fe would consider It a breach
never been compelled to pay anything.
in Mississippi.
"I note, however, that the charge
expenses and otherwise contribute to of faith, if not a misappropriation, to"None of those in my section have for grazing in the Gila reserve has
wards the donors of the fund for the
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22. Her- the advancement and material
of the Territory and its
erection of the Mary James School for
Holly Springs, Miss., Dec. 22 Two especially large herds, and it would been reduced to a nominal sum and bert H. D. Pierce, third assistant secinhabitants.
coaches of the northbound local pas- not injure the property to continue to suppose that some one with a pull retary of state, has been selected by
Boys, if the institution is located elseHe further states that he was by no where than at Santa Fe; aud
senger train of the Illinois Central let the cattle range. Our finances are had a hand in that. It is my understand the President as the first American
Be It resolved, That we protest
Railroad were derailed and turned ov- invested in this region and at the ing that sheep will only be charged minister to Norway. This announce- means a recent convert to joint statefoot embankment to- present time we could not get out of for at five cents a head for people ment was officially made at the depart- hood for New Mexico and Arizona, as against any proposed
of
diversion
er a twenty-fiv- e
Wade of Siddon, the Investments without a heavy loss. who do.jiot live In that reserve, yet ment today. Official announcement one state, but believing such a joint- funds as an act distinctly unfriendly
day. Mrs. James
Mississippi, was killed and six other My brother and Rancher Gilmore are we are to pay forty cents a head In was also made that David Thompson, ure for the best interests of both ter to the people of Santa Fe and sur- pay it as we former minister to Brazil, has been ritories, nubllclv advocated It more
passengers injured, one of them prob- now" in Kansas City with the first this reserve and must
' we ranchers live there."
that
of
cattle
chosen as the ambassador to Mexico. than two years a?o.
fatally.
shipment
ably
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Compel Governor to
Send Troops Out
of City.

Parsons
Change of Venue is Herbert
Denied by Judge
Leader in Place
Mann.
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posed Change
of Location.
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STATEHOOD SITUATION.
The situation in Congress, as far us
It concerns the passage of that part of
bill admitting
the Hamilton-BcverldRNew Mexico and Arizona as a joint
PRINTING
MEXICAN
THE NEW
state, is somewhat mixed and at this
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
time there Is no telling what the outcome will bo. Many of N'ew Mexico's
MAX. FROST, Editor.
citizens are becoming tired of the
fuss and would like to have the matPERCY F. KNIGHT,
ter settled one way or the other. The
and
Treasurer
Secretary
separate statehood men are not afraid
Konnrwl Plnaa Mttr nt iOf the issue and the joint Statehood
Rntororl
people claim they are not. Should the n
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
bill pass both sides will have a chance
to show which is correct. In the meanRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
of
Home Office, 10 W. Saratoga, St., Baltimore, Md.
f ,25 time, the chances for the passage
Daily, per week, by carrier
more
are
bill
Hamilton
the
becoming
Daily, per month, by carrier .... 1.00
75 slim. The Kansas City Journal, quite
Daily, per month, by mail
We issue every form of Fidelity, Surety, Contract. Official
affairs has
7.50 well posted on Washington
Dally, one yar by mail
situation:
and Court Bonds. Our Burglary Insurance Policies cover
4.00 this to say of the
Dally, six months, by mall
"The action of the Republican con
loss by burglary, larceny, theft and dishonesty of servants.
mall
2.00
three
....
months,
Dally,
by
assures statehood
2.00 ference practically
Weekly, per year
Our forms are the simplest. Our rates are the lowest.
Oklahoma and Indian Territory, un
1.00 for
Weekly, six months
some unforeseen contingency
Our piotection is the best.
75 less by
Weekly, per quarter
the friends of these territories are
R.
BLAND
GEO. R. CALLIS,
JOHN
over Arizona and
Secretary-Treasurer- .
The New Mexican Is the oldest brought into the fightshould do
President.
every
New Mexico. They
newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent
their1 power to keep the two
SANTA FE,
O. C. WATSON & CO.,
to every postofflce In the Territory, thing in
separate and distinct, as
propositions
NEW MEXICO.
General Agents for New Mexico.
and has a large and growing circula
of right they ought to Lie.
tion among the intelligent and
New
Mexico,
"As to Arizona and
people of the Southwest.
there is every probability of a disagreement in the Senate, with the
between Denver, via Santa Fe, to El
The weather man seems inclined to
chances against the admission of cithand
that
Gould
the
interests
Paso,
The
give the people of Now Mexico a
er at this session of Congress.
It will be a happy
have
would
white Christmas.
entrance
another
into
the
that
showed
conference
vote in the
Pass City. The New Mexico division one, nevertheless.
The past year has
there is strong opposition in the Re of
& Rio Grande Railroad been prosperous
the
Denver
terribeyond
expectation
these
publican ranks to forcing
A REMARKABLE STORY.
from Antonito to this city would have and the new year opens brightly and
the
statehood
against
into
tories
joint
The Albuquerque Citizen on Wednesto be broad gauge in order to run promising.
will of their people. The opposition
broad gauge first-clas- s
day published a rather remarkable would
passenger
mueti
been
have
undoubtedly
story, the subject of which the paper
for the fact that under trains between Denver and El Paso.
but
stronger
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
claims to have obtained from a "promwas little time lor it Santa Fe would then be on a through with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, asthey cannot
there
rules
the
inent Democrat" who heard it from anitself. After those who broad gauge trunk line, something reach the seat of tbe dtsoaso. catarrh Is a
other "prominent Democrat" in Wash- to manifest
this city has been frying tot obtain blood or constitutional disease, and in order
avcred joint statehood had spoken as
to cure it you must take internal remedies.
ington. The story seems to bo full of
Atchison, Topeka & Hull's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
wanted to, it was found from the day
acts
on the blood and inuoous s ir- Hashish. It certainly does not stand long as they
minutes were leu to Santa Fe Railway hid its first rail In faces.directly
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a ciuueli
to reason that a man of the character chat only fifteen
twenty-seveSunshine
the
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
'ltr.'Hory
to be divided among
of President Roosevelt and in the high the opposition,
best physicians in this country lor years aud
This amount- vears ago.
is a regular prescription, it is composed of
a
dozen
half
speakers.
position as President of the United
the nest tonics known, combined with the
to gag rule, and no inStates could, or would, make such a ed practically
acting directly on the
The U. S. Reclamation Service has best blood purltiors,
under
was
possible
nuicous surfaces. The perfect combination
argument
telligent
New
The
Mexican
on
bargain.
reclamation projects
republishof the two ingredients is what produces nch
Assuming that the om- three great,
wonderful results in
Catarrh. Send
es the story as a matter of record and its operation.
the House in its hand, in New Mexico. One of them, tor testimonials tree curing
will
bill
pass
nibus
it hopes to be able to disprove it hereacP. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props., Toledo, O.
of Arizona the Rio Hondo Reservoir, is under
present" shape, the friends
by Druggists, price 55c.
after.
tual construction, and the other two, Sold
to
will
have
depend
Tulie
Mexico
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
As far as the matter of supporting and New
and
the
Buttes
reservoir
and
Elephant
cjam
for
protection
Senate
the
the statehood cause after the passage upon
"Grande Valley, and j It is an admitted fact that real es-'
In the more deliberate system in the Rio'
of an enabling act is concerned, it is air play.
Pecos1
the
afIrrigation
Company's plant tate and financial men and merchants
be
will
time
of
that
body
methods
believed by this paper that the people
soon receive the all say that
to voice the wishes of the In' Eddy County will
quickest and best results
of New Mexico as a whole regardless forded
Bework
and
attention
set
necessary.
to
and
obtained by advertising in the
are
territories,
of
these
of the federal officials, will do what people
reasons why they are tween seven and eight millions of dol- New Mexican.
is right and proper in the premises forth the grave
lars will bo spent, by the service bestatehood.
There was a day when federal officials opposed to joint
fore these works will be completed
A CERTAIN CURE FOR CROUP.
me
"Speaker Cannon mistakes
When comand in actual operation.
absolutely controlled this Territory:
for
When a child shows symptoms of
is
which
west,'
strongly
of the
as for instance, in the '70s, and even
to pleted they will prove of immense croup there is no time to experiment
does
injustice
and
great
fair
play,'
commonwealth. New with new
as late as the year 1SSS. But that
of Arizona aud benefit to this
remedies, no matter how
state, of affairs has ceased aud it is a he int'ellisentinpeople
is
Mexico
into its own slowly highly they may be recommended.
coming
the
his assertion that
Mew Mexico,
good thing for the people that this is
statehood is based but surely, and what is still better, There is one preparation that canal- the case. The Republicans of New opposition to joint
will
It may lie mat pontics leading citizens of the Territory suc- ways be depended upon. It has been
hn nolitics.
who
would
He
Mexico, should the statehood question
about.
this
of
bring
in use for many years and lias never
attitude
in
the
come up for a vote, will act for what cuts some figure
Sen- - ceed must help himself.
been known to fail, viz.: Chamber
and
eastern
Representatives
they deem best for the interests of the
lain's Cough Remedy. Mr. M. F. .Comp
m
are
uic
who
ngui.
denying
ators,
the p'edple in general, and for their
statehood Judge Benjamin S. Baker, of Omaha, ton of Market, Texas, says of it: "1
to
party In particular. Much will de- hese territoriesin theseparate
tne
west
leeimg formerly an associate justice of the have used Chamberlain's Cough Rente
out
here
but
pend upon the contents, of such an
is pronounced against injecting any Territorial Supremo Court, denies the dy in severe cases of croup with my
enabling' act and upon' the constitumatter. The opinion charge that he filed charges against children, and can truthfully say it al
tion to be voted upon'. In the opinion politics into the
of Chief Justice ways gives prompt relief." For sale
unanimous that no the
of this paper therw will be no coer- is also practically
the William J. Mills in the department of by all druggists.
taken
be
should
against
action
cion or intimldaifon attempted by
who are most justice, or with tho judiciary commitfederal officials. Were this to bo the consent of the people
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
No
interested.
territory has tee of the U. S. Senate, 'The , New
case, It w;oud do the statehood cause
The
Mexican
denial.
Union
this
the
Legislative Manual for 1905, oi
into
forced
publishes
gladly
been
against
yet
but .harm. There is no good reason
Had the charge been true, Judge Bak- Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
nfhy a' land office official or an official the will of its people, and, therefore,
of the department of justice or any precedent as well as reason and jus- er would have found himself in very and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
other branch of the federal govern- tice, is against.it. If the people of bad company.
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
ment should dictate to the people of New Mexico and Arizona prefer to reAddress the New Mexl
It. is no wonder that there are so Price 11.50.
New Mexico what they shall, or shall main under territorial disabilities to
not do when their vital interests are accepting the conditions of statehood many people in the Sunshine Territory can Printing Company, Santa Fe.
concerned and the New Mexican has now imposed on them, that is their who take no stock in tho Albuquerque
AVhen you want a pleasant laxasufficient confidence in the good sense privilege, and no one else can be Joint Statehood League. The reputaand decency of these officials to be- aggrieved or hurt by their action."
tions of some of the leaders and high tive take Chamberlain's Stomach and
lieve that they will not attempt such
priests in the movement are entirely Liver Tablets. For sale by all
a thing. Here is the story as publish- GOOD FOR THE SANTA FE CEN too unsavory to attract decent and paed by the' Citizen:
triotic citizens. Some of these men
TRAL.
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
"The citizen has been informed that
Yesterday the telegraph brought the will surely come up for office should
a prominent Democrat in this city has ?ood news that General Francis J, the joint statehood bill become law.
received a letter from a prominent Torrance and associates, have financed What a lot of fun there will be in
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Democrat in Washington, conveying the Santa Fe Central Railway and its printing their. records, black on white,
the information that Messrs. Luna and branch, the Albuquerque Eastern, as libel law or no libel law. Facts are
Herewith are some bargains offered
JHirsum, representing the Territorial well as an extension from Willard or facts and will be pleaded should tho by the New Mexican
Printing ComRepublican organization of New Mex- Torrance to El Paso, Texas. Actual libel law be invoked. Running for pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
ico, secured the renomlnatlon of so work on the building of the Albuquer- office under a state constitution will Territory of New Mexico, 1897,
sheep
many of the present Incumbents in que Eastern, to the Hagan coal fields not be found as pleasant a pastime by bound, $1;
paper bound, 75c; Missouri
office on the distinct understanding and to Albuquerque It is expected, will some of these people as they now
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
with the President, that if the joint be resumed at once, and before De think it.
Pleadings, 6; the two for $10; Adaptstatehood bill pass Congress the Re- ceinber 31st, 190G, it is believed that
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
publican organization of the Territory the road will be extended to El Paso,
The city council of Albuquerque is Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903,
English
shall then work for the bill Instead of Texas.
again wrestling with the social evil. and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
full
This morning the New Mexican It is now proposed to banish it from
against it. Jn other words, the ReFlexible-Cove- r
Sheriff's
$3;
leather,
'
publican organization as such and the learned that the Santa Fe Central some of the leading thoroughfares of Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25; two or
men who compose it, together with Railway would first be built, after the the town. This should be done and
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suthe
officials, shall abstain completion of the Albnquerque East that without delay.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Infrom- - efforts to defeat joint statehood am, to Roswell. This makes the news
delivered at publisher's' price,
clusive,
when it comes before the people for 3till better and more acceptable
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES. $3.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
acceptance.
Thereafter the consideration of the El Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding. Laws,
75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
"Three things the Citizen has firmly Paso extension will be taken up.
Druggists are authorized to refund 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
believed for some time: The question
This item of news is not only a money if PAZO OINTMENT falls to
Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered;
is joint statehood or nothing; the Pres very happy one for the Territory, but
cure in C to 14 days. 50c.
full list school banks.
ident and his supporters in Congress also of great importance as far as
on
admirr
made
statehood
having
the future development and growth of
joint
istration
President the future Sunshine State are con
the
measure,
would not nominate to office active cerned. The Santa Fe Central is to
opponents of his own measure, and be extended to El Paso on a line beHOLIDAY
thereby increase the probabilities of tween the El Paso and Northeastern
defeat for the plan he had proposed; division of the El Paso and SouthwestRATES.
there is too much patriotism and good ern and the Rio Grande. This new ex
sense in the Republican party of New tension will open up a section of New
VIA
and Mexico heretofore undeveloped,
Mexico, alike in its organization
but
SANTA FE
for them to oppose state- known to contain valuable deposits of
hood when it becomes fully manifest coal, of
fine
and
base
ores,
precious
To all points on the A. T. & S. F. Rr,. also to points on
that jointure Is the only kind procur- stock ranges and much land upon
able, even though they are ardent which water for agricultural purposes
other lines in Indian Territory, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,
supporters of single statehood as their can and will be developed. A prelimMichigan, Minnesota, ! Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
first choice.
inary survey of this line was made
"The Citizen, therefore, is by no a year and a half ago and grades were
Oklahoma, Memphis Term. Texas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
means surprised at, or incredulous as found very
There will be
satisfactory.
AND ONE THIRD
FARE
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
to the information received by the Al- no danger whatever from flood waters,
Democrat
from
his
friend."
buquerque
from heavy snows, or from other unof
toward agencies that Interfere with
Abe Hummel, one cf the shrewdest the effective operation of railroads at
December 22, 23, 24!, 25, 30, 81, and January 1st. Return
and most successful criminal lawyers moderate cost. The distance between
limit January 4th, 1906p. Holiday Rates East of Chicago and
in Gotham, has been hoisted by his Santa Fe and El Paso, and for that
St. Louis. Date of Sale, Dec. 23rd. Return limit 30 days.
own petard. He was convicted of hav- matter between Denver and El Paso
be'
In
a
will
committed
also
misdemeanor
the
miles
shortened
several
by
ing
STUDENTS,' TEACHERS' HOLIDAY RATES
conduct of a divorce case and was by the new line. Should the rumor
Sold
closing day cf School and day thereafter. Limit for return' January,
sentenced to a year's imprisonment that George J. Gould's interests are
1006.
15th,
and a severe fine. This ought to be aiding the present owners of the Sana hint to some of the smart lawyers ta Fe Central Railway System, prove
in New Mexico. "He who runs may true, it would mean that within a year
For all kinds of low ratni via the SANTA FE call or addrew,
read."
there will be a shorter broad gauge
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Capital and Surplus, $3,500,000.00

HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooi
Heated. Electric Righted. Every Room a Good One. Sh
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we du tne rest.
IfUBHiS

A.
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gpiegGlberg.

pro-grens-
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San Francisco Street.
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al Carlos

Baskets,
Rag, Wax, Featehr and Linen Drawn Work,
'
Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems..
MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

Blankets,

,
--

.

.

OUR

(
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332EZ

TflE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Pe, New

XviEescico

INCORPORATED

e

I

H. B.

Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
I

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Statfonerv.

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

SANTA FK, N. II.

jr

17 Years'

Experience.

Telephone
Offloe

126.

at Exchange Stables

J. L. VAN ARSDELL

Hacks Baggage
Feed Stable In

ENTRANCE

OPPOSITE

Connection.

O. C. WATSON & CO'S OFFICE.

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
l

JACOB WELTtVJER

. .

DUDROW

CHRISTMAS

NEW YEAR

office-holder-

'

Dates

J. M. Connell,
ravt Remember the JsuI.Name

exauve iiromo rtisnme

'

G. P. A.

Topeka, Kas.

,

on every
box. 25c

Cnret a Cold inOne Day, Gripln 3 Dayi

i

;
-

Sale,

H. 8. Lutz. Agent,
Santa Fe N. M.

Undertakers and
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow's Office Building.
Day Telepone 35.

;

8tmday and Nighte at Mm. L B. Hatuia. Kes. 113. Johnson 8t Tel. U
Freah Flowera all the 'fine!

freah Fralta in 8eaaoal

FEUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon (forftpn
8Mlraaltrt

XeartkeOliChnrch,
SpwjUltr, Wedding Bouquet
Floral DajfgM, Telephone No. 18, P. O.

OatflowtM
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i
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, December 22, 905.

BANK

THE FIRST flATIOML

AN EASY ROAD TO WEALTH,
Is by way of investments
growing new towns with conditions
competencies

OF SANTA FE.

In
assuring permanent pi asperity. Small investments of this kind have earned
within the memories of the present generation, and it is a wise man who profits by the experience of others. History will repeat itself at

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870,
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vki President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.

Capital (150,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of monsy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
at the
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time - deposits
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety De- Is respectfully soposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public
liclted.
money-transmlttln-

g

tLsse waters has been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brighfs Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Jliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty mile3 north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which vpolnt a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
e

Bar-anc- a

carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,688.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
address
Springs in tbe world. The efficacy of particulars,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.
N. Jtt.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,
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BILLIARDS

Elegant
In Connection
m am

m

HMBH

f

BJ OUR
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gHMiiHMHSMHM
OLD BLACKBURN

LEADERS

GUCKENHEIMER

&

pool rooms
In Connection

CLUB ROOMS

OLD GROW

PUCE

"OUR

& ML AUBURN

By Buying Our Goods in Full Line of Imported
fornia and French Wines
Bond We

Cali-Governm-

Can Guarantee

Always on Hand to
Supply the Families.

Ab- (

solute Purity.

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial" town, including water of
good qualitiy, abundant in quantity at a deptb
oi 35 feet below the surface, located in and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in the Southwest with
agricuture in its infancy,
enough having been done in this direction to demonstrate its future success, as fine an all around climate as there is in the world, with a pushing,
energetic class of citizens, the kind that make empires, and two railroads one the new A., T. & S. F. short line to the Pacific. Williard has made o
most phenomenal growth in the three months of its existence and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now. The townsite is owned
bj

Willatd Town and Improvement Company.

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
WM M. BERQER, Secretary.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Carl A. Dalles, manager of The John Becker Co. Btore at Willard haa
charge of the sale of lota In the absence of Mr. Corbett

LAND ENTRIES HELD.

.

WHERE IS COFFMAN.

Roswell

Office Receives Word to Stop Agent Lutz Has Letter Asking
for
Desert Claims in Chaves
Information as to Location of
Young Man.
County.

desert land entries in three, townshlns
in Chaves County suspended,
pending
investigation of certain cases therein.
The three townships are Nos. 13, 14
and 15 S., in range 25 E. More easily
understood, they are the three townships west of Hagerman, west of Dexter and west or Lake Arthur.
Although thousands of acres come
under this order, there are many
homestead claims and much patent
land in these townships, so it can be
seen that the whole townships are
not affected. Whatever land there
may be in these townships that has
not been taken up does not come under the order.
An official ot the land office said
he did not attach much iruuortance
to the order, and that he looks for
most of the land to be taken from
under suspension before long. While
in suspension, time is not counted
against it, and the man now having
one month for proof will still have
one month when the suspension is
ended. Thus the order may bo a good
thing in some cases for those who need
more time in getting water on their
land. On the other hand, it may be
several months before some who are
now ready to make their proof can
do so. The order stops all transfers
and assignments of entries that come
under it. In this way, it is a blow
to some of the immigration agents.

Agent Lutz, of the Santa Fe, is in
receipt of a letter from W.'M. Coff-maof Seattle, Washingon, in regard
to the whereabouts of his son.
In the letter to Mr. Lutz, It is stated
that the name of the boy is Austin
Coffman, and that lie arrived in this
city about the 11th of November, and
left about the 13th of the same month.
Since that time the boy's father has
been unable to find his location and
will appreciate any information
on
the subject. Anyone having the desired information will confer a favor
on Mr. Coffman by sending it to Mr.
Lutz.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of th ebest fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

Homestead No. 5863.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
December 18, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk, at Tierra Amarilla, N. M., on
January 27, 190C, viz.:
Leandro Madril, of Rio Arriba CounSE
ty, New Mexico, for the E
section 25, T 21 N, It 3 E, lot 4, sec
tion 30, lot 1, section 31, T 21 N, It
PERUNA IS "BOOSE".
4 E.
He names the following witnesses
Commissioner of Internal Revenue De to prove his continues residence upon
cides That it Cannot Be Sold
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Without a License.
Zacarias Trujillo,
Pedro Trujlllo,
of Abiquiu, N. M.; Esquipula Archu
The ruling of the commissioner of leta, Ramon Moya, of Coyote, N. M.
internal revenue, compelling the drugMANUEL R. OTERO,
gists who handle a specified line of
Register.
patent medicines, containing alcohol,
to take out a special whiskey license,
Homestead Entry No. 510G.
will not affect the local druggists of
Notice for Publication.
Santa Fo, as they have the required
Department of the Interior, Land
licenses. There are many stores and Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
smaller druggists throughout the TerDecember 13, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the folritory, however, who will be either
compelled to cease trading in these lowing named settler has filed notice
medicines or will have to take out the of his intention to make final proof in
license required.
support of his claim, and that said
Among the medicines affected under proof will be made before the register
this ruling are: Peruna, Atwood's La or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on JanGrippo Specific, Cuban Gingerlc, De uary 11, 190G, viz..:
Witt's Stomach Bitters, Dr. Bduvier's
Matiaz Martinez, for the SW
Buchu Gin, Dr. Fowler's Meat and Malt, NW
lot 4, Sec. 1, SE 14 NE
lot 1, Sec. 2, T 13 N, R 11 E.
Duffey's Malt Whiskey, Gilbert's
Iron nnd Herb Juice, Hos- He names the following witnesses
Kudros, to prove his continuous residence uptetter's Stomach Bitters,
on and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Rockandy Cough Cure.
It was first intended to put the rul
Juan Lujan, Florencio Martinez,
ing into effect December 1st, but as
Lujan, Higinio Lujan, all of
many firms had a stock of the goods Santa Fe.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on hand, who did not intend to car
Register.
ry them after the ruling took effect,
the date was changed until January
1st for the manufacturer and April 1st
for the retailer.
The revenue office will make analy
ses of other reparations similar to
those already examined and will an
nounce the conclusions reached.
"For over nine years I suffered with chronic con1-- 2

1--
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A SPECIALTY:
Tennessee Corn Whisky

Commonly Called Moonshine.

Gre-gori- o

CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
(Dealer in
Furniture, Queensware, Cutlery,
Tinware, Steves and Ranges.
--

Household Good of All Kinds Sold
en Eaey Payment.
,
UNDERTAKING!

and

EMBALMING

and Sell all Kindt el Second
Hand Goods,

Buy

Chas. Wagner, Licensed Embalmer.
Residence 'Phone No. L Telephone No. 10.

San Francisco

Picture Frames and Mouldings
rw

Min Mirn una imii

JVl

will

jt

ORDER

iiswi

CERRILLOS
&MONERO

COAL
i

v"

ctir Lumo $5.00 Per Ton.
"

"

Trinidad Smithing.
Wood.
Kindling, Grate andandCord
Careful Attention.

Anthracite
aii rrrf.

All Sizes.

Willi Receive

Prompt

CAPITAL COAL
OFFICE:.. Garfield

1TA!R

Ave., Near A., T. & S. F. Depot..

p.

.pnone we. w.

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER

WINES,

IN-F- INE

LIQUORS AND

CIGARS.

STREET,

SANTA

FE

n

$43.65.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORN

EYS-AT-LA-

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

HANNA & SPENCER,

Attorneys at law.

'Phone

Offices Griffin Block,

66.

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office, Capitol B dg., Santa Fe, N. II
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Office, Sena Block.
PrJace Ave.

Excursion to City of Mexico.
Via Santa Fe Central, E. P. & S.
N. S. ROSE.
W., and Mexican Central. Tickets for
at Law.
Attorney
sale January 1st to 12th inclusive. On
ESTANCIA
NEW MEXICO
account of Golf Tournament. Return
limit February 28th.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN.
S. B. GRIMSHAW, G. P. A.
Attor
at Law.
J. P. LYNG, Ticket Agent.
Las Cruces. New . exico.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Homestead No. 5730.
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra CounNotice for' Publication.
ties, Third Judicial District.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November
A. W. POLLARD,
25, 1905.
Attor ey at Law.
Notice is hereby given that the folDeming,
n6w Mexico.
named
filed
notice
settler has
lowing
District
Luna
Attorney,
County.
of his intention to make final proof in
Baid
of
his claim, and that
support
H. Bonham.
E. C. Wade.
proof will be made before the regisBONHAM & WADE.
N.
on
or
ter
receiver at Santa Fe,
M.,
Attorneys at Law.
January 5, 1906, viz.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
Flavio Valencia, for the NW1-4- , Sec.
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
20, T 19 N, R 6 E.
He names the following witnesses to Probate Courts and before the U. S.
prove his continuous residence upon Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
Officers.
Las Cruces, N M.
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Sebero Gonzales, Donaclano Gomez,
Eugenio Gomez, Perfecto Gonzales, all
A. B. REN
AN,
of Ildefonso, N. M.
Practices In. the Supreme and DisMANUEL R. OTERO,
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Register. Specialty.. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue Santa Fe, N. M.

....

CHAS. F. EASLEY,

SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
gular
1, A. F. aild A.
communica-

E. C. ABBOTT,

M.-Re-

Attorney at Law.
m the District and SuPractices
of
tion first Monday
preme Courts. Prompt and careful ateach ronth at Masonic tention given to all business.
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
District Attorney for the Counties ot
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
ALAN R. McOORD, Secretary.
Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
Santa Fe Chapter, No. 1,
Regular
n second Monday
in each month at Masonic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
R. A. M.

con-vocat-

l

W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico.
Office Over Citizen's National Bank.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
(District Attorney for Second Judicial

Santa Fe Commandery No.
District)
Practices in the District Courts and
Regular conclave
fourtu Monday L. each the Supreme Court of the Territory,
month at Masonic Hall, at also before the United States Supreme
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
Court n Washington.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
1, K. T.

--

stipation and during this time

WANTS TO MARRY.
Understood
That Attractive Young
Woman is Trying to Get an
Indian.

I had to take aa
injection oi warm water once every ii boors before
I could have an action on my bowels. Happily I
tried Cascarets, and today I am a well man.
During the nine years before I used Cascarets I
suffered untold misery with internal piles. Thanks
to you I am free from all that this morning. You
van use uiis iu oeaaii oi sunenng numanity."
R. F. Fisher, Roanoke, IU.

IIj(pi Z

&et for

The Dowels

j

News has reached the city that Miss
Arnold of Denver, is now In Espanola,
and is there for the expressed purpose
a full
of marrying Albino Chivarri,
CANDY CATHARTIC
-- F
blooded Pueblo Indian.
The story of the efforts of an attractive woman to marry one of the
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
red men is one that has attracted gen- Never
Sioken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25o, 60c. Never
eral attention! Some time since Chiv- told In bulk.to The
genuine tablet
OOO,
cure or your money stamped
Guaranteed
back.
some
In
arri was a visitor in Denver.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 603
manner he met Miss Arnold and the ANNUAL
SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
young woman was fascinated by the
brightness and other attributes of the
man: She determined to marry the
Indian and since that time has made
J MT7RALTBR.
a number of efforts to do so. Chivarri
does not seem to feel that he is sufficiently well fixed in this world's goods
Repairing Cleaning and Presto take care of a wife and so the union
sing a Specialty.
as yet has not been made.
EAST SIDE op PLAZA.
It is stated that there is a possibility
that the difficulties that have heretofore been in the way of the marriage
may soon be removed and that the
couple may be united soon.

Tailoring

Christmas

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIAVTIES-O- id
Crow, McBrayer
Guckenhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

CONSTIPATION

Street
TO

GRIP QUICKLY KNOCKED OUT.
"Some weeks ago during the severe
winter weather both my wife and myself contracted severe colds which
speedily developed into the worst
kind of la grippe with all its miser
able symptoms," says Mr. J. S. Eglos-toof Maple Landing, Iowa. "Knees
and joints aching, muscles, sore, head
stopped up, eyes and nose funning,
with alternate spells of chils and fever. Wo began using Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, aiding the same with
a dose of Chamberalln's Stomach and
Liver Tablets, and by its liberal use
soon completely knocked out the
grip." These Tablets promote a healthy action of the bowels, liver and
kidneys which is always beneficial
when the system is congested by a
cold or attack of the grip. For sale
by all druggists.
.

Roswell, N. M., Dec. 22. The local
land office has received a telegram
from the Washington office to hold all

I(0T SPRINGS

OJQ CALIENTE

3

and

New
Rate.

:;";

Year

Holiday

Digneo & Salas

Painting, Papering, and

fares to points
One and one-thirs
Kalsomining.
Kuaranteed.
east in connection with the El Paso &
Low Prices. Give us a call.
Southwestern, and the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific. For all information,
Shop opposite O. C. Watson & Co.
Insuranco Office, Santa Fe N. M.
call on iS. P. Grfmshaw, General Passenger Agent, or J. P. Lying, Ticket 11
M
Agent.
d

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Osteopathy.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights oi
Pythias. Regular meeting every 1st
Osteopath.
and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
Castle Hall temporarily with Odd Fel- Successfully treats acute and chronic
lows ,San Francisco Street. Visiting
diseases without drugs or
medicines.
Knights given a cordial and fraternal
welcome.
No charge for consultation.
PAUL . F. WALTER, C. C.
Hours:
'Phone 156.
m., 5 p. m,
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
2

2--

Architects.

I. O. O.

e.

HOLT & McCULLOH.
.and Civil Engineers.
Architects
O.
O.
I.
F
No.
2,
Santa Fe Lodge,
Maps and surveys made, buildings
meeets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street. and construction work of all kinds
planned and superintended. Office,
Visiting brothers welcome
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas,
FREDERICK MULLER, N. G.
hone 94.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secretary.
t
B. P.

0. ELKS.

R. M. NAKE,

Architect and Builder.

No. 460 B. P. O. E., Santa Fe,
Santa Fe Lod
New Mexico,
holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month,
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
O. C. WATSON, B. R.
come.
CORBETT .COLLINS.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
....Civil and Mining Engineers.
U. 6. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
FRATERNAL UNION.
ASSAYING.
Side Plaza
East
8anta Fe. N. M,
"
Fraternal
No.
259,
Santa Fe odge,
Union oi America. Reguls meetings
The New Mexican Printing Company
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall has on hand a large supply of pads and
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s tablets suitable for school work, the
desk and also for lawyers and merwelcome.
H. B. BACA. Fraternal Master.
chants; good anywhere. We will sell
them at five cents In book form but
DAVID GONZALB3, Secretary..
will give a discount on quantities- MAGGI1 0. KONTDTA, Treasurer.

....
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C. H John and wife, tourists, are
guests at the Normandie Hotel.
J. X. Kerr, of the U. S. Geological
Survey, Is a guest at the Claire Hotel
today.
Attorney General G. W. Prichard
left last evening for El Paso on legal
business.
Oscar Nelson, of El Vado, is a
Christmas shopper In the Capital City
this week.
William Davis, a farmer near Alamosa, transacted business In the Capital City today.
Sixto Chaves, of El Rito, arrived
from the north last evening. He came
on personal business.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Feeble, will go
to Albuquerquo tomorrow where they
will spend the holidays.
Miss Eva Sherrod, who has been visiting on the Pecos, at the Lewis Ranch,
will arrive here tomorrow.
Frank Williams, cattle owner and
rancher of Cowles, on the Pecos, will
leave tonight for his ranch after buying supplies here.
Mrs. Edith St. Train Devine, who
has been visiting in tho city for several weeks, left this morning for her
home in Springer.
W; H. Mays, of Prescott, Arizona,
is a business visitor here today. He'
will secure curios for Christmas gifts
before returning to his home.

Established 1850.

TORTURE AND

f

.

SAJWACLAUS
Will make his

headquarters this
year at the store of
Jiathan Salmon

'lfj

Chfistmas Redaction Sale
have on display (he largest line of Toys of nil
criptiotis over shown, in tho city, nnd the prices on
lowest ever quoted.
1'

SILK'

1

AXI) vK
1

1

1

C

1 1
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nnd
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L. B. Smith, traveling freight agent
of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
arrived In Santa Fe yesterday and

FS of all kinds and shades, which
and $1.00, which at any other time

range 15e, ooc, .")0e, Coc, 1m:
would cost you twice the money.

transacted business here today.

Smoking Jackets
The selection of (louts' Ties is an important matter the Tie
makes the man, a man's entire appearance.
I have the lnre.--t
line of Ties ever shown, in my store. Trices, Hoc, 50c and (55e. 11'
you want a swell Christmas Tie, do not miss this opportunity.
have a large line of Ladies' and Cents' Shoes and Slippers,
to suit your pocket book.

For Fifteen Years Face and Body
Could
Mass of Itching Sores
Doctors
Not Express Suffering
Had Lost Hope
Failed
CURED

" My

head was one mass of scabs,
my forehead was covered down almost
to my eyebrows, and I had to wear
My body was
lay hat all the time. size
from a pin-- "
covered with spots in
head to as large as a silver dollar. A
white, crusty scab would form and
itch, and words cannot express tthe
torture and humiliation I suffered for
fifteen years. I tried many doctors,
and all kinds of treatments, but could
get no help, and I thought there was
no hope for me. A friend told me to
get Cuticura. I did, and in three days,
my head was as clear as ever. I applied theOintmentnight and morning,
also taking a hot bath three times a
week, and using the Ointment freely
after the bath. After using one cake
of Soap and two boxes of Ointment I
was completely cured, without mark
or blemish. I was so pleased I felt
like running down the street to tell
every one I met what Cuticura had
done for me. If any one is in doubt
about this, they may write to me.
(signed) II. 13. Franklin, 717 wastt
ington St., Allegheny, Pa."

William Ford, of Gallup, who has
been visiting business friends in Santa Fe for several days, left last night
for his home to spend Christmas.
COMPLETE TREATMENT
W. A. Williams, of the Valley Ranch
near Pecostown, who has been doing
Christmas shopping in Santa Fe, reFor Every Humour $i
turned to his home last evening.
Comr'ete external and internal
F. E. Dezendorf, special agent of the
for every humour, consist
treatment
general land office, has returned from
of Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and
ing
an official business trip to Roswell and
Pills, may now be had for one dollar.
to southeastern New Mexico.
A single set is often sufficient to cure
the most torturing, dishgunng, ltcn-inDr. Clymer D. Jeffries, who has been
burning, and scaly humours,
at Tesuque for some time will move
rashes, and irritations, from
into the city tomorrow, preparatory to eczemas,to
age, when all else fails.
infancy
Arileaving for his future home in
Cuticura Sop, Ointment, tnd Pills, are lolcl throughout
toe worm, rotter Drug s unem. uorp., notion, ooie rrupt.
zona.
Bar seuu lot sun ana uiouu rurincuiiou.
L. F. Kniepp, supervisor of forest
reserves, has gone to Prescott, Ari- tling up of tho country around Estan
zona, on business connected with his cia has created such a demand for liv
office. He will be absent for several ery vehicles that another barn in bad
ly needed.
days.
Filadelfo Baca, of Las Vegas, who
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
has a number of relatives and friends the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com'
in this city, arrived at the Claire last pany, arrived from Albuquerque yes
night, and will probably spend Christ- terday and attended to company bus!
ness while here. He returned to the
inas here.
Narciso Chavez and Victor Chavez, Duke City on this eveuing's Santa Ke
ranchmen, near Gallsteo, spent the train.
G. H. Mendette, a salesman of Chica
day in Santa Fe. They are well known
here both having many business and go, spent the day in Santa Fe with lo
cal merchants.
The Christmas trade
personal friends.
Miss Lucy A. Mma has engaged a has been so pressing that traveling
cottage at Sunmount Tent City and men for the most part, have aban
will arrive from her home In Chicago doned the road until after New Year's
as soon as she is notified that her cot Merchants are too busy to talk.
J. W. Harbin, of Waterloo, Iowa.
tage is in readiness.
II. R. Cowan and J. Shears, farmers with ten home seekers, who will In
in the vicinity of Algona, Iowa, are vest in property in this vicinity, is ex
A party of
in tho city and are looking for loca pected here tomorrow.
lions to settle. They will likely go ten homeseekers passed through San
ta Fe today, en route to Estancia
to the Estancia Valley.
where they expect to buy homes.
Thomas
Forest Ranger
Stewart,
Hon. Herbert J. Hagcrman and his
who has been serving as ranger In
P. J. Hagerman, left this
brother,
of
Acting
charge during the absence
Sunervlsor Knoinn. left today for a morning via the Santa Fe for Colora
do Springs, where they will spend
business trip to Denver.
Christmas and Now Years. Thereaf
E. M. Hammon, of Denver, a railthe Governor-to-be- ,
ter
will go to R03- &
man
road
employed by the Denver
to Santa Fe
then
well
come
will
and
Rio Grande Railway Company, made
the
20th
of
about
January.
a run to this city yesterday and spent
Frederick Warde, the veteran dra
the night at tho Coronado.
was unable to secure train ac
matist,
KanEversole
of
and
wife,
George
commodations
for Albuquerque
last
kakee, Illinois, are guests at the Palace Hotel. They arrived in Santa Fe night, and did not leave for that city
until
this morning. He was tak
yesterday, and will probably spend en to early in an automobile
and es
Lamy
the winter in the southwest.
corted to his train by his brother
Mrs. A. E. Smith, of Espanola, ar- Elks.
rived in Santa Fe yesterday and is a
guest at the Claire Hotel. She Is purJUST TO ADVERTISE
chasing curios and other gifts suit
OUR LUNCH COUNTER
able for Christinas presents.
We are going to give you the grand
B. Hastings and wife, tourists, who
est spread that was ever set before a
live in Chicago, were driven southperson in 'Santa Fe on a Christmas
ward by the severe winter weather of
It will be a Christmas present
day.
the northern clime and came to Santa
for only 25 cents. Bring the whole
Fe yesterday. They are guests at the
family and let them enjoy themselves
Palace.
at
the Bon Ton.
A letter received by Mrs.
A. R.
Gibson, from her daughter Uda who
is spending the holidays in the east, "WHAT IS
THE USE" to worry about Christ
says that she is having an enjoyable
mas. At Weltmer's you
time and will probably be absent fori
find
everything you need
a month.
for presents.
M. E. Pool, Miss Hazel Pool and L.
Bankham and wife, all of Council
Miss A. Mug'.er, the popular milliBluffs, Iowa, came to Santa Fe yesterday for the purpose of visiting the ner, now has the agency for the
Hygienic
Company,
many interesting points In this city
1
whose well known toilet articles need
and vicinity.
Miss Mugler also
J. Halsey Williams, known here, re- no introduction.
fine
has
of
a
Christmas millidisplay
turned from a drive to Albuquerque,
with Herbert Simms of the Sanitari- nery novelties.
um. Mr. Williams's home is in Pittsburg but he spends most of his time
The Northwestern Mutual of Milin the west.
waukee stands preeminent among the
Thomas Vasquez, a well known large companies for conservative mansheep man of Monte Vista, came to. agement Result large dividends.
Santa Fe yesterday and is a guest .at
the Normandlo Hotel. He will buy U.
S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Christmas presents before returning
Forecast
for New Mexico: Fair toto his home.
night and Saturday; colder In west and
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, U. S. south portions.
For Colorado: Fair weather tonight
district attorney, who has been in Ros-- I
well, in connection with the applica- - and Saturday; colder tonight.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
tions by defendants for a change of
as follows: Maximum temperature, 27
venue in several U. S. indictments, has
degrees, at 7:50 a. in.; minimum, 17
returned to his Las Cruces home.
The mean
degrees, at midnight.
Fred C. Ellsworth and Charles S. temperature for the 24 hours was 22 degrees. Relative bumldltv. 68 per cent.
Stewart, of Lexington, Oklahoma, are
Precipitation 0.08 of an Inch.
to
here
friends
visit
soon,
expected
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 9
and purchase
supplies. They hve degrees.
just bought lots 14, 15 and 16 in block
Before you Insure your life talk
40, Estancia, and will begin the erection of a large livery stable. The set- - with Kanauer.

rendy-mad-

e,

Nathan Salmon
249-251-2-

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

53

9

i

H. C. Yontz

fatcta,

DEADER IN

Mexican Filigree

Clock Jewelry

and Hand

MANUFACTURER OF

Paiilei

JEWELRY

China.

Repair of Pine Watches and Jewelrv Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza. Sarta Fe, N. M.

In-

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

All, KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove
CERRILLOS
Delivered to Any
and HAGAN
Part of the City:::
TRANSFER and STORAGE We Haul ETeiytWng Movable
Phone 35 Santa Fe.
Branch Office and Yards at Cerrillos, N. M.

SBEssmjEssmsas

e

Our

i

J3S

Stock of

HOLIDAY GOODS
Is now complete. Before buying come in and see our fine
line of Haviland and FancylChina.

Cutlery, Lamps, Toys

of all Descriptions, Skates, Etc. Surprisingly low prices
prevail on everything and you are sure to be pleased. Keep
in mind

our

Peerless Estate Oaks
They are fuel savers and are guaranteed to give entire
satisfaction every time.
,

i

The W. A. McKENZIE

Hatfdwaffe s Sto?e
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone 14.

I

CHUISTfAS LISTS
"I bought Aunt Mary's Christinas gift today; I'm
gM that's
over," said one woman yesterday, whom

we

others breathing the same sigh of relief

overheard.

There were

storing up COMFORT

;and SATISFACTION for the frenzy mid

hurly-burl-

of

y

last-minu- te

shopping.

The Greatest of All Christmas

Dis-

plays Invites You to SELIGMAN
BROS. CO'S. Store Where.
SANTA ('LAI'S WILL AGAIN

MAKE

HIS HEADQUARTERS

P. 0. Box, 219.

Phone, No. 36.

WHITER 6B0CEBY CO.

I

Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Turkey,

(icpsp, Ducks and Chickens

Cranberries

Lettuce

Ce,ery

Hadishes,

Jorspy Sweet Potatoes
Pnnanas

Oranges

Crapes

Nuts

Apples

r

Turkeys nnd Chickens Alive or Dressed
Choice Oysters, Bulk and in Cans.

r
S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

iHMnaniwinimiii

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

-

ri

903

The Pleasure of Checking Off the

BY CUTICURA

AT COST OF $1.25

1

brosxo.

SCLIGMAN

e,

I am offering a special reduction on Ladies' Misses' and Children's Jackets, which must go at any price.
Of course von know that if vou are in need of a Suit of Clothe,,
I am the only dealer that can
either made to order or
satisfy you.
Xow, I make a special appeal to all, that before purchasing,
you pay my store a visit and convince yourselves.

Incorporated

ALBUQUERQUE

Deposits
We

$2,000,000.00.

Payllnterest on Term
Deposits.

:

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

J
LEVI A. HUGHES.

I
I

FRANCISCO DELUADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

ivcoi

aiiu allvuiiccuuiiu.
iaiaic,Carefullajcuis
attention given
to

business placed in our hands.

Office

West Side of Plaza,

:

:

:

Santa Fe N. M.

:

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND

h RAWING

DEVEfcOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders (liven Promp
We make a specialty of

Attention.

Bend for

Catalogue

9. Pfl
UnUIANfl
nUWLARU 0b UU.

ai3 South Broadway

i,OS ANGEIES, CALIF.

"!

IT MAKES

A

DIFFERENCE

Where Yo Trade.

.

He (Very angry) I told you
to get a supply of those Navajo
Blankets and some of that fine
Indian pottery before the prices
went up. I just read an article
stating that both blankets and

pottery were getting very scarce
and now we have lost our chance.
She (recovering)
Don't get
alarmed, Mr. Candelario of the
OLD CURIO STORE
301 San

Francisco Street, Santa Fe.

told' me that he had prepared for
the emergency by laying in a
large stock, which he can dispose
of at the old prices. Mr. Candelario understands the curio business thoroughly and can get the
goods where other dealers fail.

7

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, December 22, 1905.
full of buudles Santa Claua was the
bestowed at once by the first
imssersby.
The Star Football team of Santa Fe,
representing the Star Athletic Club,
will play the second team of Indians
from the U. S Indian Training School,
on the high school grid iron Christmas afternoon.
Los Bailadores Club will hold Its
regular dance this evening in the
Elks' Hall. A number of Invitations
have been issued and a good time Is
anticipated. Morrison's orchestra will
furnish the music.

alleges is due it, on a promissory note
WARDE RECEPTION.
dated January 20, 1903. All parties
MINOR CITY
interested are residents of Farming-ton- . Local Elks Extended
Brotherly GreetI. M. Palmer is attorney for the
ings to the Veteran Player
plaintiff.
Last Night.
Read Coronado Restaurant's Xmaa
The hit of the season are those eledinner in this issue.
gant packages of perfume at Fischer
Frederick Warde, veteran player,
Fresh Allegretti Candy at Fischer
Drug Company.
who is too well known to need further
size
in
any
package.
Drug Company
The reading public is requested to introduction, was the guest of honor
Marshal Richard Gorman, who bekeep an eye on the column headed at an Informal reception in the Elks'
came ill several days ago with a se"wants". You will miss something if lodge rooms, at 7:!!0 o'clock last night.
vere cold, is still unable lo be about.
you do not. Under this head are The occasion, as Mr. Warde said, was
Look for the message of Santa Glaus
printed all wants, for rent, for sale, one which fully repaid him for his
to you. It can be found in the adlost, found.'and general small and mis- visit to this city and which would
cellaneous Items.
fasten the remembrance of the Capital
vertising columns of the New Mexican.
The two burros who are securing
City forever, in his memory.
exFor
or
the
week
so
last
the
It is a lamentable fact but the young
There was no attempt at a program
comfortable sleeping quarters in the men
and
have
been
press
postofflces
busy
say that there are not enough
yard at the court house, were on duty young women to go round and if the with the outgoing Christmas presents. but appropriate music was furnished
Morrison's orchestra. Mr. Warde
there promptly at dark last night.
defect is not remedied in some man The incoming presents have now be- by
then
spoke for thirty minutes on tho
to
in
The city schools and the U. S. In- ner, a stag club is soon to be formed. gun
arrive
large numbers and
dian School cease the studies for the Here is a chance for some enterprising the "Merry Christmas" greetings in brotherhood of Elks. Attorney A. IS.
the packages have caused many a Renehan responded in behalf of the
Christmas holidays today. Several of promoter.
local lodge. . Mr. Warde gave an imthe pupils will leave the city for pleaspleasant smile.
the
Last
thermometer
night
regis
ure trips.
a son of Jose Cor promptu program consisting of recitals
Adelaido
tered a lower temperature than at any tez of this Cortez,has
from Shakespearian plays. The solllo-qIf the man who thinks one of the
gone to La Jun
city,
time this season. The instrument
of Cardinal Wolsey was particuhe
where
will
mar
central girls has a pretty voice knew showed the
today
to be St only nine ta, Colorado,
mercury
larly
appreciated because of the splenwhat she thought of him, he would
ry Miss Juanita Bustos of that place, did manner
in which it was given.
degrees. The coldest previous record The
In
a
return
will
few
here
couple
hang up the receiver sooner than he was fourteen,
A few short sketches from "Mc-Beton the 13th
registered
days. Mr. Cortez is a foreman for the
generally does at present.
of this month.
and "As You Like It," were also
at
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
If you make the mistake of thinkin Mr. Warde's
delivered
pleasing
a Chamita.
The Hyde Exploring Expedition,
manner.
ing that Santa Fe is not a good place
has filed suit against
corporation,
children's
The
Christmas
tree,
to do business look over the adverPunch and cigars, promoted the
James L. Fay, et al., in the First Ju- Christmas service and carol of the
of good fellowship.
tisement in today's New Mexican dicial District
At the
feeling
Court for San Juan Sunday school of the Church of the
and be convinced of your error.
close of the reception, Mr. Warde led
to
sum
of
recover
the
$341.40
County
Holy Faith will be held tomorrow eve
The snow yesterday added lo the with interest at 1 pel' cent from De ning, Saturday at G:30 in the after those present in singing "Auld Lang
Christmas feeling and wherever a citl-- cember 18, 1905, and attorney's fees of noon. All members of the parish and Syne."
zen appeared with his or her arms $:M.11. This amount the corporation friends of the scholars are cordially in
Christmas and Holiday Rates
vited to be present.
For teachers and students, final lim
The dolls, fancy work, and other ar it
15th, 190G, to all points
That's too bad! We had noticed it was
ticles left from the bazar recently eastJanuary
on presentation of certificates
thin
faded
and
of
looking pretty
late,
held at the home of Mrs. L. Bradford
signed by official of local institutions,
but naturally did not like to speak of it.
Prince, are now on sale at the apart For further information see local tick
Hair
the
is
a
By
way, Ayer's
Vigor
ments of Miss Simmons in the library et
agent.
regular hair grower, a perfect hair rebuilding instead of in the public li
S. K. HOOPER, C. P. A.
storer. It keeps the scalp clean and
in
was
as
erroneously reported
brary
healthy. Sold for 60 years, jjig$8&
a previous edition of the New Mexi
Talk with Kfnauer he will show
can.
you
why you should be insured in the
The school boys took advantage of
- Northwestern.
batfierce
to
a
snow
the
wage
! io betweentoday,
as
two opposing factions in
GET THE BEST!
the streets of the city. Snow balls
William Royce, who has worked in
This sweet toned and elegantly fin- flew through the air so numerously
That article brings more real pleasure to the home than a fine piano? ished piano can be seen and heard in that pedestrians in the vicinity, forgot all the big cities from New York and
Xmas will find homes thus made hap- the homes of these good people. Frank their dignity and fled from the scene Chicago west, has now settled in Sanwere ta Fe. He is now holding down the
No windows
py. A piano is no longer a luxury, Dibert of Santa Fe is the general agent of the conflict.
first chair at the O. K. Barbtr Shop,
broken.
but is becoming a household necessity for New Mexico, and he is advantagewill make Santa Fe his future
and
moun
and smiling faces are seen on Xmas ously situated from a business standthe
in
snow
of
fall
The heavy
day in family circles.
point lo place a piano in your home tains here abouts. is what local hunt- - home. Any one wishing the latest
The well known Story & Clark piano at a price that will save you money.
lers have been hoping for alt week. The style of beard trim, hair cut and masis found in the homes of prominent
The Story & Clark piano is hand- white makes the tracks of wild turkey sage will please call and sec him.
some in either mahogany, burl walnut easilv followed and as a result, hunt First class service guaranteed.
people of Santa Fe.
Refer to Colonel and Mrs. Max. or golden oak. Several of these beau- ers are scouring the country for the
To have Northwestern dividends
Frost, Mayor and Mrs. A. R. Gibson, tiful pianos are now on the way from Christmas necessity. Wild turkeys are
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hersch, Mr. and Mrs. the factory and will reach Santa Fe nlentiful this year and are popular you must have Northwestern policies.
Fred H. McBride, Mr. and Mrs. in good time for Xmas and the New with epicures both in the west and in They can be had only of E. G. Kanau- Charles Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Percy F. Year.
er.
the east.
Call on or write Frank Dibert, Santa
Knight, and others as to the merits
is
for
The weather forecast
today
of the Story & Clark piano.
Fe, N. M.
fair tonight and Saturday, colder in
the west and south portions. The ther
mometer at G o'clock this morning reg
istered 9 degrees, the maximum tem
perature yesterday was 27 at 7:50 a.
m., and the minimum was 17 at
it
The mean for the day was 22. Stands lor America's best Insurance
The relative humidity was 68 per cent.
Company.
The precipitation for the day was .0s In the U.
C, IJ. C. investments and
of an inch of molted snow.
protection that U don't C in ofher
If the young man who goes up Pal
companies.
ace Avenue every night about mid U. C. good securities and good man
night, singing "We Won't Come Home
agement.
and
Until Morning," would only pitch the U. C. highest interest earnings
Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
lowest death rate.
melody in a lower key he might have
better success as a vocalist besides By investing U will C that the U. C.
of
is the best company to be insured
making it more bearable for residents.
Also from the indications of his tracks
in.
in tho snow, he would reach home Now U. C. our agent or have him C. V.
from
much sooner if he did not zig-zaThere are good reasons
on
the sidewalk to the street so often.
don't U. C?
rho New Mexican has received the The Union Central Life Insurance
Company.
following weather report from towns
RENTS COLLECTED AND TUXES PAID.
In the vicinity. At Willard there are Represented by
about ten inches of snow on the
Business of Non-R- e side nls Attended to.
Hanna & Spencer
ground with tho temperature at 12 de
grees above zero. Snow has ceased General Insurance
Agents
falling but a light wind is drifting the
white already on the ground. At TorSanta Fe, New Mexico.
rance it is cloudy with 12 inches of
Phone 6G.
snow on the ground. The temperature
is 10 above zero. There is a heavy
snow on the ground at Estancia,. It is
Similar condistill cold and cloudy.
tions exist at Cerrillos."
103 Palace Avenue.
'Phone No. 156.
Improved and much needed changes
are to be made soon in the fire alarm
system of Santa Fe, by the Telephone
Co. A large gong which can be heard
!
for several blocks in the neighborhood
of Are headquarters, will be placed
above the door of the building upon
the outside. This gong can be set
Anything you need in
ringing by the operator in the teleelectric
Smaller
phone exchange.
Brangongs will be placed in the homes of
ten firemen so that they can be notified instantly when a Are has been reported to central. Twenty fire alarm
of- boxes have been placed at various
points in the city and connected up
with the local telephone exchange.
This Insures the city to a greater
extent against a fire loss. The territorial Capitol building, however, Is
NAPOLEON
sorely In need of a fire alarm system DIGNEO
which would make it only a short dis
tance to a signal box. Something of The
Family Liqtror House.
this sort may be installed there soon.
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Wo can offer you a fine line of cheap Watches. Boys' Guns,
Berry Bros.' Skates, Wagons, Pocket Knives. Discount of 10 per
cent irom present low prices.
'

match, Library Tables, Children's Chairs in a variety, beautiful
Iron Beds, Davenports, etc, Discount from
present prices 15 per
cent.

Chinawar e

A large stock to .select from,
consisting of Salad, Orange, Nut
and Fruit Bowls, Cups and Saucers, Bread and Butter Plates, Cake
and Bread Trays, Creamers and Sugars,
Japanese Novelties. A
discount of
cent
from
per
present prices.
")

M

MONEY
TO LEND

Wines. Whiskies,
dies, Imported Liquor
and Cigars Call at Our

Immense Line

Store and Get the
Lowest Prices.

AS GOODS!

iKfe(ikc$ii)p(ij
U

n
WE

BIG REWARD OFFERED.
who cannot be satis
fied with one of those 25 cenit turkey

To

FOR GROWN UP FOLKS

Ton. All the trimmings
with each meal.

I

Before You Make a Selection It Will
Pay Yot to Visit
Our Motto:
Onward and
Upward.

the person

dinners that are served

Suitable Presents

THE CASH STORE.

JULIUS H. GERDES TheClothier

ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

IS!EIHI!IE
The Following All New Goods Are Now In:

Fresh Fancy Tomatoes

NEW

Fancy Fresh String Beans

Nuts

Fancy Fresh Wax Beans

Figs

Fancy Fresh Cauliflower

Dates

Oranges

Fresh Lettuce

Raisins

Bananas

Fresh Radishes

Currents

Fresh Green Onions

Orange Peel

Pears

Sweet Potatoes

Lemon Peel

Etc., Etc.

California Grapes, White
California Grapes, Black
Cranberries

Apples

Citron

H. S. KAUNE & CO., Leading Grocers.
TELEPHONE NO. 26.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Just Unloaded a Car of

Empress Flot?

Acknowledged

BEST ON EARTH.

Empress Flour is the product of the Choicest Selected
Wheat of Earth's Proudest wheat field, the Great Kansas Belt. It is a friend of the Housewife who prides herself on her baking. Famous in Every State
"FAME RESTS ON QUALITY."
1

Fn HFRSf.H

Phone 45 Wholesale and
Retail Dealer in Flour Hay,
Grain, Potatoes, Salt, Seed.

&

Jttst Received

DOLLS AND TOYS!
For the Little Folks.

scella neous

Boys' and Ladies' Saddles, Dinner Sets, Tea Sets, Steel Kangea,
'and many attractive bargains that will be appreciated in- the home.
Call and see new goods being added to our lines
daily. Don't
forget the number or place. Thone, No. 83.

Special Holiday
Prices on Everything in Stock

Toys! Toys! Toys!

i

A discount of 20

99

g

Approved Security.

Hardware

have some novelties, as well as
staples.
per cent will be given.
AVe

AND REALTY CO.

Money Lent

H

We have a large stock of Rockers, China Closets, Buffets. Sideboards, Ladies' Desks, Bookcases, Dining Tables and Chairs to

Bureau

all kinds Secured, Real
Situations
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

RIOUS DEPARTMENTS.

Rather than cany over this line, we will offer them at cost,
if necessary ; so look over our bargains and you will save
mon?y.

Surprise

,

lew

CHRISTMAS GOODS IX OUR

OF

y

1

Safe

CIos

at tho Bon
are included

"AFTER
ALL" There is no place like Welt- mer's for a complete stock of
Christmas goods.
Rates.
Via the Denver & Rio Grande, between Colorado and New Mexico
points, one fare for the round trip.
Tickets will lie on sale December
31

and

Av-

Gaspar
or
enue,
Telephone 6.

OPERA HOUSE

m C0R0NAD0 HOTEL

January

1,

Commencing

HJEBQH
The Favorites

M'DONALD

STOCK GO,

Monday, Night

lawn

Also to Denver, December 26th Prices
35
and
50cts.
with same final limit.
Ladles Free Monday Night.
F. H. M'BRIDE. Ticket Agent.
Matinees Wednesday aud Saturday, at 2:80
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A.
Reserved Seats on Sale at Ireland's Pharmoy
1906.

TABLETS Just the thing for School and College work for
sale at the New Mexican Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico...

For One Week

Get Northwestern. Get the best.
See Kanauer he will do the rest.

and

No. 210 Don

.

AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN

PLAN

EVERY ROOM NEATLY FURNISHED

Short Orders Served a la Carte,
Meals 25 cents.

South Side

of Plaza.

Santa Fe.
O.

We have

everything in season.
222 San Franciseo Street

New Mexico.

Lupe Herrera and Son, Proprietors.

Santa Fe

6

Nw Mexican,

FHiay, Decmb

22, 1905

WSB6S&&

many years. Business at Hugo had
been at a low water mark for several
years, until nbout two months ngo.

CANDY IS POPULAR,

Safe and Sure.

NeW Mexico

Settlers Are Buying

tities of Supplies and
the Money.

Quan-

Have

DANGER

Those who are skeptical regarding
the amount of business done in this
city and vicinity could look at the bills
of lading of the Santa Fe Central Rail
way Company, they would quickly be
convinced.
S. B. Grimshaw, assistant to
the
president and general manager of the
road, said to a New Mexican reporter

4

COUGHS, COLDS, CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS,
COUGH. SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS,
LOSS OF VOICE, L06SENS THE PHLEGM AND EASES

CURES

EXPECTORATION, HEALS THE LUNGS.
Endorsed by leading physicians as the BEST remedy for
Children's Croup and Whooping Cough because
Hore-houit contains NO OPIATES. The action of Ballard's
well
as
to
is
infants,
it
mild
adapted
and benign,
Syrup is
and
constitution.
of
temperament
asadultsof every variety
nd

Testimonial.
Read This RemarKable
husband
writes
Kas.,
MRS. B. W. EVANS, Clearwater,
was sick for three months and the doctors told

ma he had quick
We procured a bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, and
a bottle
it cured him. He is now a well man, but we always keepdiseases.
in the house, and think it has no equal for pulmonary

on.

Guaranteed.
Easy to TaKe; Sure to Cure; Every Bottle
THREE SIZES. 25e, 50e, 4U.OO.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT CO., - ST. LOUIS, MO.
FISCHER

handled from the Denver

UJVDEI(

IRIGATIOfl SYSTE.

These arming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered for sale In tracts of forty at! res and upwards. Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 er acre, according to
location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow to perfection.

COLD MINES.

this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Baldy, where important
mineral discoveries have lately b een made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the m ining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the pros pector as the TJ. S. Government
On

laws.
Near Raton, N. M., on this gran t, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, w here employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can' not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

as it had begun but there seems to
be no end. This added to tho immense
of Christmas
supplies
shipments
which we are handling this year, keeps
us on the go constantly, in order to
avoid delays. We have handled some
very large shipments of Christmas
candies this week and I understand
that oven more are to come. When
people begin buying candies in such
quantities it is a sure sign of prosperity."

SHOWS APPRECIATION.

Grajmt Co

MANY SETTLERS.

LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

GOip EAST?
if so ONE TRIP via

convince you of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard Pullman Sleepers,
Tourist Pullman Sleepers.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THROUGH Tourist Pullman Sleepers to
Chicago. Bosnon and points East.
ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

carte.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and
Fans.
EVERY CONVENIENCE.

COMFORT

.

LUXURY.

For farther information call on or address
H. B. KOOSER,

W.F.&P.
1700

Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
ROUND TRIP RATES TO
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
The great danger of kidney troubles
MINNESOTA
is that they get a Arm hold before the ARKANSAS
sufferer recognizes them. Health is COLORADO
MISSOURI
Back ache, ILLINOIS
NEBRASKA
gradually undermined.
headache, nervousness, lameness sore- INDIAN TERRITORY
NORTH DAKOTA
ness, lumbago, urinary troubles, drop IOWA
OKLAHOMA
sy, diabetes and Bright s disease fol KANSAS
SOUTH DAKOTA
Don t
low in merciless succession.
MICHIGAN
WISCONSIN
neglect your kidneys. Cure tho kid
Aneys with the certain and safe rem
edy, Doan's Kidney Pills, whicli has
cured people right here in Santa Fe.
or ban
Charles Harris,
Miguel Street, says: "The aching
across the small of my back was not
the kind that comes from overwork, it
was deeper seated and much more
natnful. positively proving to me that
some inward cause existed. When an
THE ROUTE OF
attack was in the aggravated stage, I
could not stoop to put on a snoe or
lift anv weight and if I managed to
stoop after suffering twinges when I
to straighten excruciating
went
pangs were sure to be my reward.
Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's Pharmacy stopped every agFor Full Particulars Sec any Agent or Address
gravated attack."
50
g:
Price
V. R. STILES,
OARNETT
For sale by all dealers.
KING,
Foster-MilburCo.. Buffalo,
cents.
General Agent.
General Passenger
New York, sole agents for the United
EL PASO, TEXAS.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

10W

VI-

El Paso & Southwestern
Rock Island
THE GOLDEN STATE
LIMITED

n

Tucumcari reports a large number
settlers who are coming to that
point.
At the first of the week one party
of twenty home seekers from Indian
Territory arrived and the members will
build homes
and
become citizens
of Quay County. These are the first
of a party of thirty from the same
place. The commercial club is at
work corresponding with a large number of people in different sections of
the Union and there is every reason
to think that there will be a large
number that will come out in the near
future.
The people of the section are doing
all in their power to make the new
comers feel at home.

WANTS

.

J. H. GINET, JR.,
T. P. A.,

A.,

Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

V:

and

Agent

IWorms! VERMIFUGE!

LAND RUSH.
Colorado Offices Report Big Demand
for Farming Property In That.
State.
The federal land offices in Colorado
report a heavy increase of business
during the last months of the present
year. The Denver office has given out
figures of the tremendous rush to file
on land.
Word has been received from the
office at Hugo, stating that farming
land in that district was being taken
up more rapidly than at any time for

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.

antitl ST

l

The best meals in Santa
Fe for only 25 cents, worth 50 cents
elsewhere.
Inquire at the Bon Ton
Hotel and Lunch Counter.

$

A T. T.

i$fi

nnTraATBina.

JAMES F. BALLARD. St. Inula.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWBIX, NEW MBXICO.

WANTED Two furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Man and wife and one
child. Address C, New Mexican.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

FOR RENT Four adobe rooms, No.
San Francisco Street. O. C. Watson & Co.

all graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateBOARD
8250
and
session.
Session Is
TUITION,
LAUNDRY,
per
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWEIL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine everyday-froSeptember to June.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M Reed, W, M. Atkinson, W. A.
Finlay and E. A, Cahoon
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLS0N, Supt,
Colleges.

d,

SPECIAL RATE FOR HOLIDAYS.
The Santa Fe Central Railway will
sell from and to all points on line,
tickets for Christmas holidays at rate
of one fare for the round trip.
Dates of sale, December 22d, 23d,
24th, 25th, 30th, 31st, 1905, and January 1st, 190C.
Good

returning January

4th,

$1

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.

117

s,

sea-leve- l;

d.

1900.

Call on or address.

S. B. GRIMSHAW.

THE DOOR TO LONG LIVING.
The men of eighty-fiv- e
and ninety
years of age are not the rotund well
fed, but thin, spare men who live on
a slender diet. Be as careful as he
will, however, a man past middle age,
will occasionally eat too much or of
some articles of food not suited to his
constitution, and will need a dose of
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets to cleanse and Invigorate his
stomach and regulate his liver and
bowels. When this is done there is
no reason why the average man
should not live to old age. For sale
by all druggists.

EL PASO ROUTE

II. E. No. 5731.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November
25, 1905.

i:u..i..i inam runs ii
j.. vr
j
sunu vusuuuiuu
nauusuujf
uirougn w mew vr- ut
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through a
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct K
connections made for all points North, Easi and Southeast.
TM.:.

g
g

I

.

2

viz.:

You can order anything that can be
obtained in the market and have it
served in an appetizing manner at the
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.
All ithe turkey you can eat for only
25 cents.

Best In Quality.

FOR SALE

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of. his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
January 5, 1900, viz.: Nepomuseno VaN W
lencia, for the E
lots 1
and 2, section 19, T 19 N, R 6 E.
He names the following witnesses
COLORADO SOLDIERS. to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Colonel Wygant Compliments Them Sebero Gonzales, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
Donaciano Gomez, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
for Their Bravery in the PhilipEugenio Gomez, of Ildefonzo, N M.;
pine Fights.
Colorado soldiers in the Philippines Perfecto Gonzales, of Ildefonso, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
have gained glory by assisting' in the
MindaAli
of
at
Datto
Malala,
killing
Small Holding Claim No. 4156.
One of the
nao, Philippine Islands.
men who took part in the struggle, in
Notice for Publication.
a letter says:
Department of the Interior.
"The 22d Provisional Company has
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
added more laurels to its record, OcDecember 5, 1905.
tober 18, by killing Datto Ali and capNotice is hereby given that the fol
turing his fort after days of hard lowing named claimant has filed notice
marching and wading through rivers of his intention to make final proof in
and swamps and being thirty-sihours support of his claim under sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
without food or rest."
The same soldier sends a copy of U0 Stats., 854). as amended bv the
an order by Colonel Wygant commend- act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
ing several Colorado men for bravery 470), and that said proof will be made
in the third Sulu expedition in the is- before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on January 11th, 1906,
land of Jolo under General Wood.
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS.

Host in Quantity.

?

x

THROUGH

G.

of

of

im you

DELAY.

to

co and contained an attractive little
straw and colored silk basket. With
the box was the following note:
Dear Friend I send just a little
hand made thing to wish you a happy
Christmas and to show my appreciation of aid extended me at the time
I needed it most.
My pardon was delayed but 1 have been notified that I
will be released on Christmas day. I
have friends who will help me when
I am out so feel that it will only be a'
time until I can live down my dis
grace. If you ever come to Mexico
again please let me know.
Your debtor,

Quay County Has Large Number
People Who Are Coming for
Homes.

HOLIDAYS

FOR
THE

WHITE'S CREAM

Among the unexpected Christmas
remembrances that have reached the
city is one sent to a member of the
New Mexican staff from a prison in
the city of Mexico.
Some time ago when in Mexico the
party visited a prison. AA especially
pleasing looking prisoner told a story
of having been sentenced for a long
term, for accidentally killing a friend
in a drunken scuffle, and asked for
aid to pay a lawyer to take up his case
for a pardon. Although tho tale was
I not, believed
financial aid was given.

RATON, NEW MEXICO.

Will

Rio Gran-

Ago.

.J1SN?

The Maxwell Lap

&

a rush which would cease as quickly

DRUG COMPANY.

MAXWELL
FARING LAJWS

;

ule Railroad.
"I thought at first that it was just

Gift
Convict Sends Christmas
Person Who Gave Aid Months

EY

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED

yesterday:
"The rapid increase in the size of
our shipments, to Estancia, and other
points serves to ilustrate how rapidly
this valley is being settled. We are
sending out car load after car load of
flour, potatoes, cereals and farming
We are also receiving
implements.
(ho heaviest freight we have ever

IN

HOME

Candelario Martinez for the SW
NE
NW
SE
and lots 2.
3 and 5, Sec. 21, T 17 N, R 10 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Benito Borrego. Francisco Gonzales.
Nicanor Gonzales, Encarnacion Mar
tinez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Any person who desires to nrotest
against the allowance of said proof, or
wno Knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of
the interior department whv such
proof should not be allowed will bo
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
4
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TAKE
THE.

NEW

TRAIN

FAST

I

IB

TRAIN.

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 0:50 p. m.

w

NEW

Mountain Time

ft

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
It. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Passenger Agent,
. .

EL PASO, TEX.

L. G. Leonard,
Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

E. P.

Turner,

Gen. Passenger Agent,

Dallas, Texas.

Cheap Round Trip Tickets to

1--

Mexico city, mexico.
January 1st to 12th inclusive the
Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Ry, will sell
On

Round Trip Tickets to Mexico City, at one
fare rate $43.65 Which will be good for

return until February 28th. Account Golf

Tournment to be held in that city.

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Call on Local

Agent for full paaticulars

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

V)

9

K

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, Decemfcet 22,

e
n

I SLEW.

ME T
Helen

AUuiuei'(iK', X. M., at the

is 31 miles smith of

tion of the Main Lino of

Santa Fc System

Hie

leading

Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, witli beautiful lake and public park and grand old
and

80

70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $10,000; church-

es; Commercial Club;

a

population' of 1,500 people;

eral large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent

sev-

Roll-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Helen is the largest shipping point
for

wool,

Mexico,

be

ALL

WM. M.

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL

AND

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well graded (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or

tailor shop, shoe

We need a first class bakery,

gravel.

house, jeweler, plumbing shop,

planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc., also a first class,
modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
One-thir- d

cash.

may remain on note, with mortgage

Two-third- s

se-

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices, if you wish to secure
the choicest lots, to

JOHN BECKER, President.

estimated.

FAST

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEN T0WPITE

flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central Xew
lis importance as a great commercial railroad

city in the near future cannot

jj

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Ctit-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

The "V3
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

junc-

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

out with broad

m

7

J 905

BERGER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
Santa Fe Central Railway System,
TORRANCE GATEWAY.

via
SERVICE.
FREIGHT
AND
FAST PASSENGER
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

STEAMSHIP

TICKETS

SOUTH

AMERICAN

JAGUARS

The Only Animals That Will

Far.

poaely Attack Alligators.
The most interesting thing about
crocodiles and alligators, declares the
author of "The Romance of the Animal
World," Is the way they get their food.
This they do mostly and by preference
in the water, but they have also a habit of lying In wait upon the mud, of river banks until some animal approaches
sufficiently near to be within their
reach.
Lying sunk in the mud and of the
color of mud themselves, they may
well be mistaken for a log. A wild pig
or some other animal fond of rooting
In the mud sees the long, shapeless object, but is not disturbed by It as he
roots happily among the reed beds. He
looks up suddenly to find that the log
has moved. One end of It. the longest,
thinnest end, the tail, is gilding away
in a curve; but, like an arrow loosed,
it flies back and meets the body of the
pig with a tremendous sidewise blow,
and the poor pig falls in a heap.
With a sudden swift rush the alligator is upon lilm, and, seizing the body
by the skin, which it holds puckered up
between its front teeth, it shakes It
furiously, as a terrier would a rat, and
then half drags, half pushes, it before
it as It crawls through the mud to the
water's edge.
There Is only one wild animal, says
the author, that will purposely attack
an alligator, and that is the jaguar of
South America. The jaguar springs
on the back of the alligator and with
all his might tears at the roots of the
reptile's tall. This possibly is with
the Idea of paralyzing that member,
thus rendering it incapable of those
mighty sweeps from side to side which
are more to be feared than even the

Southwestern,
Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with the
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa
At
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
Santa Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock. Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
3. B. GRIMSHAW,
W. H. ANDREWS,
President and General Manager. Assistant to President and aen. Mgr.
DON'TS ON NAMES.
FRANK DIBERT.
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer.
Don't name a girl Violet when her
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
may he that of a tiger lily.
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agt disposition
City Freight and Pasgr. Agt.
a boy with a name
Don't
hamper
Mexico.
General Offices:. .Santa Fe, New
that will prove a heavy handicap In
life.
Don't name a baby after a hero unless the hero has been dead several
years.
Don't name a girl after a flower.
Think of au old woman called Pansy
or Daisy!
Don't tack a fancy name on a kid,
It makes him a target for his com
panions.
Don't name a child after a relative
from whom you have "expectations."
The relative may yet marry.
' Don't forget that the man with the
4
common name of William is more likely to write checks than one labeled
Percy Portland Telegram.

GRAPE

SYSTEM

'Scenic Line of the World."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE
-,- .

IZZZZZZ

TO

SPRINGS
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all lines East and West.
Time as Quick and Rates as Low as Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
For Illustrated Advertising Matter or Information Address:
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, or
P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
A. S. BARNEY

J.

:
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Triple Coincidence.

HOTEL

.

Boulevard and Esplanade.

Both "esplanade" and boulevard" are
military terms by origin. The original
"boulevard" was a bulwark or horizontal part of the rampart, and an "esplanade" was originally the glacis or slope
of the counterscarp of a fortified place.
A writer 200 years ago noted that the
word boulevard was "now chiefly taken for the void space between the glacis of a citadel and the first houses of
a town;" hence Its extension to other
"void spaces" suitable for promenade
ing. The old French "esplanade" was
defined by Cotgrave as "a planing, leveling, evening of ways," from Latin
"explanare," to smooth or flatten out,
.whence the English words "explain"
and "explanation."

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TIME TABLE
Effective Sunday, September II, 1904.

LEGAL NOTICfc.
SouthBound
In the Probate Court, Santa Fe, N. M.
1
In the matter of the estate of Sole- dad Lucero do Silva take notice that
administrator of
the undersigned
late of Santa
Silva
de
Lucero
Soledad
Fe County, deceased, has filed in the
probate court of Santa Fe County, a
final report of all his acts and doings
as such administrator, and the said
probate court has fixed Tuesday, the
26th day of December, 1905, as the day
upon which all objections to said final
report may be heard and disposed set-of
by said court and the estate finally
tled according to law, and the administrator discharged.
JOSE A. SALAZAR,
Administrator,
Seal
MARCOS CASTILLO,
Probate Clerk.
12th, 1905.
December
Dated

Exact Reasoning--.
Here Is a bit of exact reasoning on
the part of a little schoolgirl. The
teacher wished to impress the idea of
the wrong of Idleness. He led up to lt
by asking who were the persons who
got all they could and did nothing In
return. For some time there was silence, but at last the little girl, who
had obviously reasoned out the answer

Dok Tried, Convicted and Hanged.
William Chambers, the famous English publisher, once related an extraordinary story, of a sheep thief hanged
at Peebles and buried at crossroads
with a stake through his body. .The
remarkable feature of the case was
that the thief s dog was tried for aiding and abetting in the crime, convicted, hanged and burled along with its
master. It was proved at the trial that
the man when out with the animal
used to Indicate to it some particular
flock of sheep he wanted. After reach
ing home the dog returned to the place,
rounded up the sheep and by devious
ways, and only after dark, drove theui
home. There they were kept for some
days and their owners' marks destroyed or "faked." They were then graded with others legitimately purchased
and driven to the English markets.

ill Object.

"I can recommend you to a

good

blanks both English and
for sale by the New Mexican

Legal
Spanish

ARRIVALS.

Printing Company.
Palace: H. Hastings and wife, Chicago; J. Halsey Williams, Pittsburg;
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque; George
D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
Eversole and wife, Kankakee, III.; M,
Santa Fe Branch.
E. Pool and Miss Hazel Pool, Council
Effective December lOtb, 1905.
L.
Council
Bluffs, la.;
Bangham,
AST BOUBD
Bluffs, la.
WB8T BOriTD
Claire: Fiiadelfo Baca, Las Vegas; No.
m. UlLIS
No425
Stations
William Ford, Gallup; Mrs. A. E.
11:00a ....0....Lv...fanta Fe
Ar..
N.
8:30p
U.
J.
S.
Smith, Espanola;
Kerr,
12 Mp ...34.... "
Lv.. l:26p
...Espanola
" .. 12:26.p
Geological Survey; J. H. Coleman and 4.11 p ...53.... " ...Embudo
" .. U:3 p
p ...61.... "...Barranca
wife, Kansas City; Mary Willey, Kan- 8:00
4:02
...81.... "
.. " .. 10:29p
sas City; Frederick Wardc, New York 4:32 pp ...91.... " ...Servllleta..
"
.. 100 u
...TrenPledraS.
" .. 8 in p
12.',.... " ...Antouito
City; B. It. Cunningham, Las Vegas; tS:4p
"
8:i p ..15H.... "...Alamosa
.. 6 4Ha
W. E. Brady, Cleburn, Texas; H. R. 3:0 a. .287.... "...Pneblo
' ..
)i: 5 p
"
"
a
..&U....
...Colo
4:5
Sprints. .. 7 40 p
Cowan. J. Shear, Algoua, Iowa; G. H. 7:30a
406....Ar...Denver
Lt.. 00p
Mendette, Chicago.
Trains
at
Embudo for dinner
Normaudie: Thomas Vasquez, Monte
stop
Vista; W. P. Adams, Prescott, Ariz.; where good meals are served.
Connections.
W. H. Mays, Prescott.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
Coronado: E. M. Ilammon, Denver;
Oscar Nelson," El Vado; L. B. Smith, and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Denver; Narclso Chavez, Gallsteo;
Victor Chavez, Gallsteo; William Dav- Intermediatelinopoints via e iher the standard gauge
via La Veta Pass or the
is, Alamosa.
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
entire trip In day light and passing
Office Chiwp Qua rtkkwasteu Denver, through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
Colorado. December 15, 1905. Sealed pro- also for all points on Creede branch
posals in triplicate will bo received here unS. K. Hoopbb, G. P. A.,
til la. m., January IS. 1906, for disitrlng
remains of officers, enlisted men mdoi ilians
Denver Colo,
buried in old post cemetery at old Fort SumA. S. Babney,
ner, New Mexico, and boxic.fr and delivering
game at nearest railroad sMtiou for ship
meut to the aauta Fo, N. M .. National Cemerl ht to reject or
tery. U. S. reserves the
ncce tany or all bids or any part thereof.
formation furnished on appuei
office
Envelopes to be marked
for disinterments." C. A. H. 1
Chief Quartermaster.

great armed jaws.
The fear of both these weapons may
deter the jaguar from clawing the
throat of the saurian, for were he to be
shaken off in the latter struggles he
would be more exposed to either than
if he fell farther back.
Instances of the jaguar's success In Inductively from her own home experidestroying the alligator are given by ences, exclaimed, with a good deal of
various observers.
confidence, "Please, sir, It's the baby!"

El Paso &

DENVER &

A

of the London
correspondent
Standard relates the following triple
coincidence, taken from an old manuscript diary, dated 1842, In which a
relative quotes from an "old journal:"
"In the year 1G64, on Dec. 5, a boat on
the Menai (Menai strait in north
Wales) crossing that strait, over which
a bridge has since been built, with,
eighty-on- e
passengers, was upset, and
only one passenger, named' Hugh Williams, was saved. On the same date,
in the year 1785, was upset another
boat, containing about staty passengers, of whom all perished excepting
one, whose name was Hugh Williams.
On Aug. 6, 1820, a third boat met with
the same disaster, with twenty-fiv- e
passengers only, and all perished with
the exception of one, whose name was
Hugh Williams."
A

law

yer."
"Ail right, but don't let him be too
good. I'm trying to conduct my bus!
ness so as to keep out of jail, not so as
to go to heaven." Houston Post.

Ml

No

North Bound

Statloui.

Altl

"tt.00 p uLve... .Santa Fe...Arr
J. 17 p 6 " ....Douaciana... "
1.47 p 16 " ...Veira Blanca.. "
p 22 "
Kennedy.... ""
2 45 p 28 "
Clark
"
8.3r p 41 "
Stanley
"
"
52
4.05 p
Morlarty...
4 30 p 61 "
Mcintosh... "
5.45 p 69 "
Estancia.... "
6.45 p 81 "
WHlard.... "
7 10 p 92 " ....Pronresso... "

i.il

7 30

p

99

8.30 p 116

"
"
Biauca
Arr.... Torrance.. Lve

Mo 2

30
7,000
6.650 4 10
6.400 3.40
6.0S0 3.10

6,i25

2 45

p
p

p
p
p

8.370 1 65 p
6.250 1 0 p
8,175 2 45 p
20 p
6,140
6,12.'. 11 45 p
6.210 0 15 a
6,285 fl fS a
6,475 9 10 a

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Washington and the Great
j
!
jI

i
!

Connecting at Torrance for all points
east and 'vest with Golden State
trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
berths reserved by wire.
For rates and Information address
Llm-jlte-

d

NOTICE OF SALE.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
The Start.
been duly authorized by
General
Having
Passenger Agent,
Judge Were you present when the the district court for Santa Fe County
N. M.
8nta
trouble started between the man and
certain tract of land in
that
sell
to
his wife? Witness Yessir. I was at
said county described as follows:: S
deir weddin', ef dat's whut yo' means, 2 SE
sec. 30,
and E 2 SW
Bulletin.
T 11 N, R 11 E, containing 160 acres
I will receive bids thereon at my store
The Only Safe Place.
to and inclusive of
"Can you lay this carpet so the chil- at Santa Fe, up1905.
December 23d,
dren won't wear it out?"
CHARLES KIESOV.
"Where shall I put lt, madam on the
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Slngto
roof ?' Harper's Bazar.
Buggies, Surreys, Hacks.
1--

1--

1--

sah.-Philad-

I LIVERY

A SiittHou Pawned the Guillotine.
Tin; Sanson have a place in French
history, not only because they continued so long to hold their odious office,

fIllHw

MM

but because two of their number, a
father 'and son, held office during the

evil tiavs of the reign of terror, when
they, were kept so busily engaged with

LOCAL TIME TAELE.
ARRIVE.
18:01 p. m.
No. 721.
:
P- No. 723
9:40 p. m.
No. 726
DEPART.
9 a. in.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:30 p. m.
No. 724.. .. ,
No. 720 connecta with No. 2 east- bound.
No. 722 connect with No. l west
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
av-wrf
l II tllUllUUi, UUIA
() U
'.bound.
The
not
was
forthcoming.
apparatus
No. 1 Btops at all stations.
prison authorities had perforce to geti
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lam
took
execution
and
the
of
pawn,
it out
. .
a.
jImmV a mm a nsssn.
i
nlaee. But the last or tne sansons was to AiDuquerque io uuui6 vjom
informed that bis services would 110 gers from Santa Fe.
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent.
'
longer be required. What became of
John Adams was the originator of him afterward does not appear to ba City tlcsei office, Catron Block, east
otir national motto, "B Plurlbus Unutn." known. ,
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
their guillotine. The last of the San
sou dynasty was dismissed from his
post in the reign of Louis Philippe, in
under remarkable circumstances.
Although he had inherited a comforta
ble fortune .from his father, the exe
cutioner of the revolution, he got into
pecuniary difficulties and was guilty of
pawning his guillotine, surely the most
i,,,iiiM'i(niu riipritni cvpv taken bv inor-- t
ta pawnbroker.. An order came from
the procurator general for the execu--

STABLE.

Call up 'Phone No. 9 when In need
of Anythnig in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished.. Reasonable
Rates.

CHUB CM2SBOTf.

1S-1-

Mail Your Orders
FOR

New and Second Hand

y

SAFES AND SCALES
AND

SWE

MONEY

.

PARCELLS SAFE CO,
216 California St., San Francesco,

Ca.

Santa Fe New Mexican Friday! December 22, J905i

8

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

ACTION

IS TAKEN

r

250 San Francisco Street,
tirocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49
No.

TURKEYS AND GEESE.
We have had a lot of fancy rcosc
and fatand turkeys specially corn-fetened In Kansas for our Christmas
trade, See that you get one of this
lot or you will regret It.
OYSTERS.
Our SEAUSH1PT oysters will be
, everything that can be desired, no Ice
or water ever touches a Sealshint Oyster. The salt sea flavor and zest is
fully retained. Have you seen our
new oyster box? It's Mission style
and a beauty.
A limited quantity of Blue Points in
shell, and fresh Shrimp.
GRAPES.
Imported MALAGA CRAPES. Some
thing lino, we offer at per lb. . . "Oc
California Grapes, lb
20c
NEW FIGS AND DATES.
2.rc
Large imported layers
Washed fancy In Imshets
25c
25c
California, 2 lbs. for
Imported Hallowe Dates, 2 lbs.,
RAISINS.
I ondon
20c
layers, good, lb
.25c
Clusters, lb
:50c
ti Crown clusters
10c am 15c
Seeded, in Dackages

BY

APPLES.
25c
ti pounds fancy home grown
2uc
t pounds fancy Bellefleurs
25c
Sweet Cider, per gallon
CANNED GOODS.
15c
FERNDELL CORN, can
Ferndell Corn, case
$3.25
25c
Standard Corn, 3 cans
Standard Corn, case
$1.75
12V2C
Las Cruces Tomatoes can
$2.75
Las Cruces Tomatoes, case
30c
Asparagus Tips, can
$3.25
Asparagus Tips doz. cans
45c
White Peeled Asnaragus. can
White Peeled Asparagus, doz.
$5.00
cans
Extra sifted Sunburst peas
15c
can
Extra sifted Sunburst peas
$3.00
case
CELERY.
Dockwlller has saved for us the
HirWsi lot of Tesuaue Celery ever
brought to town. Think we inave an
'
abundance, but you had better order
now.

VEGETABLES.
We will have Cauliflower, Lettuce,
potatoes Wax Beans and To
matoes fresh from California.
DECORATIONS.
NEW NAVEL ORANGES.
is
A
01 An r hie lot of new Navels
Delaware Holly Is much the finest.
has
trade.
and
Xmas
freshest
the
the
for
Ours is always
here just in time
the most berries.
And the price is just what you want.
25c
Per pound
very reasonauie,
50c
25c to 50c
each..
extra
fancy,
Pur ili'on
Holly wreaths,
,$3.5C
Mistletoe from Arkansaw, only a Per box
.$1.85
limited quantity.
Per half box
Tissue paper Bells, very handsome,
CANDY.
a deep red color; a number of sizes.
of
kinds
Candy that we have
Five
These will all arrive Wednesday
sold at 20c per pound, now 15c
always
morning.
h
lots or more
in
A. D. COFFEE.
Our
high
grade Chocolates and
See that you have Chase & San- Creams, such as Chocolate dipped
born's Seal Brand Coffee to crown the Marshmellows, Chocolate dipped Pea40c
feast.
nuts, and Glace Creams, regular
35c
pound,
CONDIMENTS
Xmas
for
and 50c goods,
Our stock of Pickles, Relishes, Sau- pounds $1.00.
.25c
Mn
Mfivsbmellows. por lb.
ces, Catsups, Olives, ttc, is not equalled in New Mexico. Almost anything Fancy Candy, in fancy boxes. 10c, 25c.
in
you ever heard of if it's put up
50c up to $3.00 and $4.50.
, . . fi for 25c
glass.
Pod Corn Balls
.15c
box
NUTS.
Xmas Candles,
.lc
A liberal supply of all the best liked Candle holders, each
and
black
CRANBERRIES.
Nuts, including Walnuts
white; Hickory Nuts, Almonds, FilCranberries are so scarce that many
seberts and Pecans.
do without this year, but we
will
15c, 20c, 25c, 3Cc
French Peas
cured a liberal supply.
5c, 25c, 150c, 35c
.Mushrooms
NOVELTIES.
35c
Mushrooms In glass
We
expect to have Cotton Tail RabBULK OLIVES.
buclc20c bits, Possums, Frogs Legs and
Queen Olives, per pint
25c ins Pigs.
Stuffed Olives, per pint
.

.

Gu-oo- f

on-l-

Now Look Out!
of cold weath-

The first touch
the mainspring and affects
strains
to
harden
the oilthat
er .is .fq.it
do to have your watch
can
wisest
ill? motion. It's the
thing you
is
in
good order, we'll let it
evamined at this time of year. If it
at a moderate
we'll
do
it
it
needs
if
thoroughly,
alone;
repairing,
price.
a
Few watches are cleaned and oiled as they ought to
other
The
breaks.
way
year. People usually wait until something
is cheapest in the end and saves the watch.
Now look out for watch troubles

!

An Excellent Line of Cut Glass and
What you
Decorated China-Ju- st
Want for the Holiday Season : : :

S5PTT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

KINSELL LIVE STOCK COMPANY.
Southeast Corner Plaza.

All Kinds of

Fresh Meats
on Hand.

TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED
PROMPT

DELIVERY.

'PHONE

s

Christmas s fa

esy

in

p

Santa

Fe, for Go d s

Old

Callosity Sbop dig'
plays a thousand and
one articles suitable
for Christmas presents, but also unique
and with the true
Santa Fe distinctiveness about them. Yon
can be surqth'tyour
friend will not receive
a duplicate Christmas
Sift If you make your
purchase at the Old
j

mmr

--

MMr

act

Curiosity Shop.
"Good

Will, To All,"

Is the

SE2

roundlngs, inspired by unfounded prejudices and based upon selfish mo
tives; and
Bo it Resolved, That we aslc the
board of Home Missions to abide by
the original purpose of the donors of
the fund for the erection of the school
and that, if there is any reason why
Santa Fe is not the most desirable site
for said school, that it may be made
known to the people of Santa Fo that
they may remove any such objection
if in their power, or make such concessions, or such additional donations
as may be within reason, and within
their ability to make; and
Board of Trade Concurs.
Be it resolved, That our faith in the
Integrity and honesty of mimosa of
the members of the Board of Home
Missions of the Presbyterian Church is
such, that we do not believe that they
seriously propose to locate the Mary
James School for Boys at any other
point than where originally intended,
that is, at the city of Santa Fe, the
location of the Allison School for
Girls, and the Capital of the Territory
of New Mexico.
A. R. GIBSON,
Mayor
I,, F. MONTEN1E,
City Clerk.
Wo. the members of the Woman'3
Board of Trade and Library Associa
tion of the City of Santa Fe, concur in
the above resolutions as ' expressing
our sentiments as well as those of all
fair minded citizens of this section.
MARY II. HARROUN,
President,
AX IT A CHAPMAN.

I

A

i,

"

1

m

CANDY,
CIGARS,
PERFUMES,
TOILET SETS,
BURNT WOOD,
COMBS AND BRUSHES.

And Many Other Articles Too Numerous to Mention
Call in and See if We Cannot Please You.

Secretary.

ISO

The location of the school here
would mean much to Santa Fe. It is
hard for the citizens to think that the
board will go back on the promises
made, as Santa Fe has an ideal cli
mate, a splendid location for the insti
tut Ion and is certainly one of the
most moral cities in the west.

After Completion of Albuquerque East
em Road Will Build Into Chaves
County.

,

DRUG C

230 San Francisco Street : Santa Fe,
P. S. No Trouble to Show Goods.

TO ROSWELL FIRST.

In connection with the news con
tained in yesterday's Associated Press
disnatches to the effect that General
Francis J. Torrance and associate di
rectors of the Santa Fe Central Rail
way System have succeeded in finan
cing a project to complete the Aluu
querque Eastern branch of the road
from Moriarty to the Hagan coal fields
and to Albuquerque, the New Mexican
learned today, that it is the intention
of the syndicate, which will put tip
the money, not only to complete the
Albuquerque Eastern but also to ex
tend the Santa Fe Central line first to
Roswell from Torrance, a distance of
about 120 miles.
Tiiovpnftpr the nroiect of fioinc to
El Paso is to be taken under consider
atton. The Associated Press news pub
lished yesterday is confirmed by a
dispatch received by the New Mexican
today, partly only, and it is expected
that' the entire plan will be adopted
in a very short time and before the
end of the year.
The outlook for this is of the very
best. This Is the latest phase of the
affair.

TI

1

THE

BESTflDBHNT.

GQROHHDG

CHRISTMAS DINNER.
Shrimp Salad.
'
SOUP.
Potage a la Carmelita.
FISH.
Baked Red Snapper a la Creole.
BOILED.
Boiled Tongue
Cream Sauce
'
,.;
... MEATS.
Kansas City, Prime and Juice,
1
Young Turkey, Stuffed,
'' Oyster Dressing,
Cranberry Sauce.
ENTREES.
Apple Florentine,
Spagetti, a la Napolitaine.
VEGETABLES.
Mashed Potatoes
Sugar Corn.
Stewed Tomatoes.
DESERT.
Mince Pie,
Pumpkin Pie.
'
Lemon Ice Cream.
;
Coffee.
ea
ay, Dec. 25th, 1905. Dinner 2.rc.
Dinner ready 11:30 to p. m.
G. LUPE HERRERA.

FOR

OYSTERS, JUST RIGHT.
Take your girl to the Bon Ton and
treat her to a dish of those delicious
Warden Otero Tells of Primary Ef
oysters.
They wil! be cooked just as
Other
to
Service
Get
to
forts
like them.
you
Points.
In speaking of the advent of the
lone distance telephone line, in this
MARKET REPORT.
city, Page B. Otero, game warden of
MONEY AND METAL.
the Territory speaks interestingly of
the telephone business here in years
New York. Dec. 22. Monev on call,
past:
strong, 0 (3 15 por cent. Prime
6
cent. Silver
"When you talk telephone, I almost
5J$
........per
feel like I was in the harness, in that 65 M.
Now York, December 22. Lead and
line of work again," said Warden
incopper,
steady unchanged.
'SOs
I
became
Otero. "Early in the
no o i . - !...
(
1,
04 T
n
terested in the work and a company
56,50.
ex
was formed to put up a telephone
GRAIN.
change here. A. G. Hood, who is now
Chicaeov 111., Dec. 23. Close Wheat.
at Leadville, Colorado, was then at
Hebron in Colfax County, and became Dec. 82$; May,
Corn, Dec.
May,
interested in the work.
Oats. Dec.
"A company was formed by Miguel
30; May, 31JiK.
PORK, LARD AND RiBS.
A. Otero, Page B. Otero, Singleton
Pork, Jan. 813. 47M ; May 81 3. GO.
Armstrong, A. G. Hood and Dr. John
Lard, Jan. 87.37$; May,$7.377.40.
Symington. Arrangements were made
Ribs, Jan. 87.02; May, 87.22.
to use the lines of the Western Union
WOOL MARKET.
Company and Engineer Charles Keem- be made up a line from Las Vegas Hot.
St. Louis, Mo., December 22. Wool, is
Springs to Las Vegas and then to steady and unchanged.
Santa Fe. The wires came into the
Territory and western medium, 20 &
22
21.
26; fine, 10
building now used as the' Elks lodge 30; fine medium,
room.
STOCK MARKETS.
' "The
company was not a great sucNew York, Dec. 22. Closinar stocks.
cess and all of the original men got Atchison, 68;
pfd., 104; New, York
out of it. From that original company, lentral,
151 M
Pennsylvania, 142K;
however, several other, companies in Southern Pacific, 66; Union Pacific.
different parts of the Territory
149; pfd., 97; Amalgamated Copper,
'85i; U. S. Steel, 38 & pfd., 104.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo. December 22 Cattle.
FUNERAL SERVICES OF
WILLIAM C. MURNEY. receipts, 2 000 Including 200 southerns,
The funeral services of the late Will- steady.
Native steers, 83.75
86.25; southern
iam C. Murney, who died several days
steers, 82.50 & 84.50; southern cows.
ago as the result of a hemorrhage: re- 83.00
83.25; native cows and heifers,'
sulting from plural pneumonia, were 3.o
84.80; stockers and feeders,
held at 2 o'clock this afternoon, from
0 84.80; bulls, 83.25 0) 84 00;
his late home on Johnson Street. 'His calves, 83.00 (ft 87.00; western steers,
83.25
84 80; western
cows, 82.40
widow, child and two sisters from
83 50.
were
as
Kansas,
well as
present
Sheep receipts, 1,000 steady.
a number of brother Elks and friends.
85.75; lambs, 85 50
Muttons, 84 50
The services both at the grave and
87 35; range wethers, 85.25
80 25;
at the house were conducted by the fed ewes, 84.25 (3 85.10.
officers of the Elks lodge of this city
Cattle receipts,
Chicago, 111.. Dec. 22
at the request of the Las Vegas lodge 4,000, steady to strong.
of which the deceased wasTfc, member
86'60; cows ana
Beeves,1 83.60
84.75; stockers and
in good standing. . Burial took' place in heifers, 8L60
84 25; Texans, 83.50
Fairview Cemetery. The pall bearers feeders, 83.50
84.75.
were: George Blunt, EvaristtfLucero, 84.25; westerns, 83.50
15 cents higher.
2,000,
Sheep
receipts
A. Digneo, George Draughn, C 'O.1
85.85; lambs, 84 85
Sheep, 84.00
'
Carlson and Timothy Breen.
87.75.
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Call and See Our New Car of

URNITUR
Just the Things for Presents.

Toys! Toys

'A

FIRST LINE.

U.

CniP

'

87. ii&ii,

NO. 96.
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From Pago One.)

44;

TO.

Houses in the Territory.

in

MUlftf--

y

Queensware, Cutlery, Tinware,
New Line Stoves and Ranges
i-a-

L.me

rge

ricture rrames
and Matting Just Received

All Goods Sold on Easy

D. S.

Payments. Cash Paid for Anv Second Hand Goods.

LOWITZKI,

Iower San Francisco Street,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

1

.

Al-way-

GOLD'S OLD CURI0STY SHOP
One of the Oldest Established

(Continued

CITY

motto of the
historic Old Shop,
even to competitors.

A. E. GIBSON, Proprietor.

5

To-pek-

BERGERE

Insurance Agency

Co.

The Bond Men of New Mexico.
WE ISSUE BONDS FOR. ALL
COUNTY AND TERRITORIAL

OFFICIALS IN THE

National Surety

Co.,

:::::::

of flew York

ALSO FIDELITY AND COURT
BONDS OF EVERY DESCRIP-

TION.

RATES THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE. IT WILL PAY YOU
TO INVESTIGATE METHODS
AND RATES
,

SANTA FE, ... NEW MiXlCO

